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Dear Lawrentians,
Congressman John Lewis reported in his Commencement
address this past spring these words of civil rights leader A. Philip
Randolph: “Maybe our foremothers and our forefathers came
to this great land on different ships, but we are all in the same
boat now.” According to Lewis, Randolph also said, “Justice is
never given; it is exacted and the struggle must be continuous for
freedom is never a final fact, but a continuing evolving process
to higher and higher levels of human, social, economic, political
and religious relationship.”

by 2050, the United States will no longer have any single racial
majority. That pluralistic, global society is emergent. A vibrant,
successful and enduring Lawrence University must attract, retain
and provide compelling courses of study for students from an
increasingly diverse pool of applicants. As Thomas Parker, dean
of admission and financial aid at Amherst College, said last year,
“Smart kids want to be in a diverse environment. They know
American society is becoming more diverse. They want class
discussions enlivened by different points of view.”

More than a century and a half after Lawrence University’s
founding, its evolution continues. Established among the first
institutions in the country “for both male and female students
where each and all should be entitled to equal educational
advances,” according to the words of Reverend William
Sampson, leader at its founding, this institution embraced the
goal of including Native American and immigrant students—
non-majority populations of the mid-1800s Territory of
Wisconsin. These commitments were pioneering in their time
and place. Today we embrace further aspects of diversity such
as national origin, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion,
political views, language and socioeconomic background as we
strive to build an inclusive campus community.

New York Times columnist Frank Bruni described in his recent
book, Where You Go Is Not Who You’ll Be: An Antidote to the
College Admissions Mania, “Now more than ever, college needs
to be an expansive adventure, propelling students toward
unplumbed territory and untested identities rather than indulging
and flattering who they already are.”

A diverse educational environment has a positive impact
on critical thinking skills and students’ readiness to lead in
a pluralistic society. In a 2011 Forbes survey, 85 percent of
corporate executives agreed that diversity is a key innovation
driver. When the United States Supreme Court took up the issue
of admissions philosophy in 2003, 65 American corporations
signed a friend-of-the-court brief in support of the University
of Michigan’s affirmative action policies. Among the amici
were industry leaders 3M, Boeing, Ernst & Young, Kraft Foods,
Microsoft, Procter & Gamble and many other household
names—including numerous companies in which careers of
Lawrentians have flourished. The signers of this brief made this
succinct argument in Grutter vs. Bollinger:
“The pursuit of diversity in higher education is a
compelling state interest because it prepares all students
to succeed in and enhance the global community ...
Because our population is diverse, and because of the
increasingly global reach of American business, the
skills and training needed to succeed in business today
demand exposure to widely diverse people, cultures,
ideas and viewpoints.”
Demographic projections predict that by 2027, nonwhite and
white students will graduate high school in equal numbers—and
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We have made progress toward this end, but significant work
still remains.
Here on campus, the President’s Committee on Diversity Affairs
is charged with advancing an inclusive campus environment
that attracts and retains students, faculty and staff who reflect
the pluralistic reality of today’s global society, and who create
a climate that promotes optimal educational outcomes. As we
re-energize efforts to guide the university toward that ideal,
we draw from the historic strengths of a Lawrence education:
critical thinking, thoughtful analysis, problem solving and
communication. Academic excellence remains at the forefront
of this evolution.
Congressman Lewis’ presence at Commencement reinforced the
importance of the efforts we undertake together, to continue
to move forward and build a strong, open community that
will be consonant with the greater global picture. This means
learning how to listen and connect across difference. It requires
mindfulness in classrooms and labs, on stages and playfields,
and in the residence halls. It demands full engagement of all
stakeholders—something Lawrentians know how to deliver.
I send warm regards to each of you from Appleton. When our
paths cross this year I look forward to hearing your thoughts
about the issues raised in this edition of Lawrence.

Procession of faculty, 166th Commencement

Yours,
Mark Burstein
President

LAWRENCE
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COMMENCEMENT
elf-described “brothers” of the U.S. civil rights movement, U.S. Rep. John R. Lewis (D-Ga.)
and Appleton native James Zwerg, reunited on the occasion of Lawrence University’s 166th
Commencement on June 14, in observance of the 50th anniversary of the Voting Rights Act.
Both men received honorary doctorates of humane letters, and Congressman Lewis delivered
the primary Commencement address. ► go.lawrence.edu/lewis2015

Enthusiasm on campus was palpable weeks before the event. Screenings of the film Selma and PBS’s
Freedom Riders were held at the Warch Campus Center Cinema. The Lawrence website featured a
timeline of the civil rights movement; commentary by Jerald Podair, Robert S. French Professor of
American Studies and professor of history, who highlighted major milestones in Lewis’ career; and
an audio interview with Zwerg. Anton Valukas ’65, an organizer of Civil Rights Week at Lawrence
in 1964 when Lewis first visited campus, also shared his reflections in an online interview.
► http://bit.ly/1U2He63

The former Freedom Riders met Sunday morning for a pre-Commencement press conference at Mudd
Library, where they reflected on the civil rights movement and the power of nonviolence to promote change.
Lewis shared stories of reconciliation over the years since the ’60s, and the two reaffirmed their brotherhood.
“When you almost die with someone for a cause,” said Lewis, “you’re tied together.”

ONE

PEOPLE
FAMILY
HOUSE

Congressman John Lewis

Jim Zwerg

“Dream dreams. Change is possible.”

“There’s nobody I’d rather take a beating with.”

Lewis said as he reflected on the legalized racial discrimination
that he had worked to dismantle:

On his lifelong commitment to nonviolence, Zwerg said,
“When you embrace [nonviolence], the first person that
changes is yourself. It’s founded in love and understanding and
reconciliation and justice—not ego and self-centeredness.”

“When someone says to me, ‘John Lewis, nothing has changed,’
I feel like saying, ‘Come and walk in my shoes; I will show you
change. You will not see the signs that we saw.’ Those signs
are gone, and they will not return ... Our country is a better
country, but there are still basic human needs that must be met.
I appeal to you as graduates to go out there and find a way to
get in the way.
“In the final analysis, we are one people, we are one family. We
all live in the same house. Not just the American house, but
the world house ... so it doesn’t matter whether we are black
or white, Latino or Asian American or Native American,
it doesn’t matter whether we are straight or gay, we are one
people. We are one family. We are one house. We are brothers
and sisters.
“Is it possible for us to be a little more human?
“As a great society and a great nation, if we fail to act and do
what is right and what is fair and what is just, history will not
be kind to us. So you have a moral obligation and a mission and
a mandate to speak up, speak out and get in good trouble.

Zwerg arrived Saturday night and participated in the send-off
for the fifth class of graduating Posse Scholars from Lawrence.
“I had a real privilege,” Zwerg said. “I had never heard of
the Posse Program. They literally mentor students all the
way through and develop that cohesiveness and support
mechanism—kind of like we had,” as participants in the
nonviolent movement for civil rights.
During the press conference, Zwerg and Lewis shared
reflections on the civil rights movement and their thoughts
on current issues. Zwerg, a Beloit graduate who joined the
Freedom Riders while on an off-campus semester at Fisk
University, added, “If I hadn’t had that exchange opportunity,
none of this would have happened to me. I think more
in liberal arts colleges, there is that opportunity to take a
semester out ... to see what life is like somewhere else. Those
kinds of opportunities really enhance your education and
broaden your horizons dramatically.”

“You can do it. You must do it.”
6
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Professors Dane Richeson, Sara Ceballos and
Arnold Shober visit before commencement.

Faculty Awards
Arnold Shober, associate professor of government, received the
Award for Excellence in Scholarship. Shober’s interest in public
policy and education led him to publish two books and many
articles. He is now working on a third book, a study of the policies
and politics surrounding the Common Core. Shober is often
called upon to comment on political policy in the media, including
television and public radio. He joined the faculty in 2006.
Dane Richeson, director of percussion studies, received the
University Award for Excellent Teaching. He was cited as one of
“exceptionally few percussionists conversant in the demanding
intricacies of both Western classical and world music traditions.”
In 2014–15, Richeson’s studio won the Percussive Arts Society’s
award for best World Music Ensemble and a DownBeat award for
Best Latin Jazz Performance. He arrived at Lawrence in 1984.
Sara Gross Ceballos, assistant professor of music, received the
Young Teacher Award. She was cited for setting exceptionally
high standards in classes, for developing creative techniques for
enhancing students’ writing abilities and for establishing the
Freshman Studies class as a “community of writers.” Ceballos
joined the faculty in 2008.
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CELEBRATE! A show of enthusiasm by Class of 2015 officers
Morgan O’Leary, vice president; Aubrey Lawlor, president; Kerstin
Brolsma, class agent; and Robin Lieberman, secretary

Retiring Professor
Jane Parish Yang
Honored
Jane Parish Yang, professor of Chinese
language and literature, was recognized
with professor emeritus status and awarded
an honorary master of arts degree, ad
eundem, after a 34-year teaching career
that included the last 24 years at Lawrence. Yang played a significant
role in expanding Lawrence’s foreign language curriculum when
she joined the faculty in 1991. Yang not only brought her language
expertise, but she also successfully wrote more than $2.1 million in
grant proposals for the college’s then-fledgling Chinese program.
Yang co-founded the Wisconsin Chinese Language Association
of Secondary Schools while at Lawrence. With the emergence of
China as a world superpower, she believes it is imperative Americans
understand the role that the region will play in the future.
“I don’t think everybody needs to start learning Chinese, but I
think everybody should be aware of the importance of East Asia,”
said Yang. “We’re going to be dealing with China and all of its
relationships with its neighbors for years to come. We need to have
a good understanding of Chinese culture.”
LAWRENCE
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FROM LEFT: Robin
Lieberman ’15, Mallory
Speck ’15, Aubrey Lawlor ’15,
Morgan O’Leary ’15
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FROM LEFT: Chris Harrity ’15, Melina Jaharis ’15,
Will Jakes ’15, Phillip Jindra ’15, Heather Jost ’15

Adam Tenasaputra ’15
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All under one roof

An inclusive home for a diverse community

C

ABOVE: The Class of 2018 takes shelter inside Memorial Chapel from a cloudburst during a class photo.

ongressional Representative John Lewis, in his address to the 2015 graduates, issued a call to action: “We all live
in the same house. We’re one family; we’re one people.” The keeping of this house—as in every home—requires
work and the sharing of responsibilities by all who live here.

The home we share is also inhabited by the liberal arts ideal. A liberal education, as defined by the Association of
American Colleges & Universities, “empowers individuals and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity and
change. It provides students with broad knowledge of the wider world (e.g. science, culture and society) as well as in-depth
study in a specific area of interest.”
Here, contributors from across the Lawrence community reflect on the importance of diversity and inclusion at
Lawrence—why it’s a crucial facet of the liberal arts, where Lawrence has made strides and how together we will
continue to improve.
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Ken Anselment
Dean, admissions and financial aid
One of our most important responsibilities in admissions and
financial aid is to enroll classes of students each year whose
talents and aspirations will be well-served by Lawrence University—
and to do everything we can to make sure those classes represent
the world upon which they will each make their mark as Lawrence
graduates. In the intimacy of our classrooms, labs, studios, residence
halls, lunch tables and everywhere else Lawrentians relate to each
other will be opportunities for students to test and expand their
views of the world by interacting with 1,500 representatives of its
various parts.

That means enrolling students with differing points of view, shaped
by where, how and with whom they grew up. This is why we draw
students from the world’s smallest towns and largest cities; from
every band of the socioeconomic spectrum; from every kind of
family; from schools blessed with abundance and those strapped with
scarcity; from families who have sent generations to college and
those who have yet to do so.
If a liberal arts education is the seed for a lifetime of learning, then a
university community rich in diversity is its fertile soil.

LAWRENCE
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FROM LEFT: Professor Karen Hoffmann ’87 and Cheyenne Van Dyke ’16

we can make our expansions of perspectives most profound, and
become more active agents in countering social inequities. We have
work ahead but I am inspired not only by the “brotherhood” of John
Lewis and James Zwerg, but also by the dedication of individuals
and groups in the Lawrence community, the student leaders and
members of organizations affiliated with the Committee on Diversity
Affairs, who cultivate inclusivity and diversity on the Lawrence
campus and work to make the world a more just place.

Romare Antrobus
President, Black Student Union

Karen A. Hoffmann ’87
Associate professor of English, diversity enhancement faculty director
The value of examining the world from multiple perspectives is at
the core of the liberal arts. This became evident to me with my first
class as a student at Lawrence—Freshman Studies with Professor
John Dreher, Fall Term, 1983—as we faced the numerous narrators
of William Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying and took up the very question
of how to analyze a multiplicity of perspectives. I also recall my
excitement over coming to college and getting to choose courses
from an array of disciplinary perspectives, ranging from computer
science to oboe lessons to Hinduism. I realized that a whole world
was out there to explore and I would understand it more fully if I
approached it from a variety of angles.
During discussions I’m especially aware of the richness of a diverse
community as students draw upon their own experience in offering
interpretations of a text or question. A first-generation college
student from a Midwestern farm may readily see the socioeconomic
class dynamics at play in Willa Cather’s My Ántonia while a student
from Brooklyn may be the first to spot and analyze the signs of white
gentrification of Bed-Stuy as depicted in Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing.
By listening intently to a diversity of voices through our studies and
our conversations, we are more likely to push beyond the confines
of our own perspectives, including gaining better understanding of
social systems of power and our own positions in relation to those
systems. Virginia Woolf wrote in A Room of One’s Own, “[T]here is a
spot the size of a shilling at the back of the head which one can never
see for oneself.” She discusses the value of each gender being able to
“describe that spot” to the other gender. In her essay In Search of our
Mothers’ Gardens, Alice Walker in effect addresses Woolf’s “spot” by
building upon and stretching beyond Woolf’s focus on white women
writers in English to draw attention to African American women
artists, not only writers but also singers, oral storytellers, and creators
of gardens and quilts, who kept creativity alive throughout slavery,
racial segregation and economic oppression.
It is by making the “we” of Lawrence inclusive and truly varied in
background, identity and relationships to systems of power that
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Black Student Union (BSU) is dedicated to “creating a sense of
belonging for our members and educating the wider campus on issues
of social justice, mainly concerning minorities. Although our focus
is social activism and addressing political, economic and social issues
that affect ethnic minorities, we welcome any Lawrence student
regardless of sex, religion or race.” BSU is grateful that Lawrence
has made campus diversity a focus. A push for diversity of all kinds
expands worldliness, establishes better race relations and enhances
social development—all essential for effective learning at a liberal
arts university in a smaller city in the Upper Midwest.
We commend students who have taken initiative to educate the
wider campus on issues of social justice and establish safe spaces
on campus for marginalized students of color. These student-led
initiatives have spurred the wider campus community to examine
and discuss privilege. Still, some needs of students of color remain
on the back burner on a white-majority campus. Increased support
from faculty and administration, along with academic and economic
aid and other opportunities, will further enable students of color to
experience the full advantage of the liberal arts education—fully
equal to our white-majority peers.
Sankofa, a house on the quadrangle “dedicated to remembering
the past, whether that be our countries, family members, ethnic/
racial roots, or more simply, remembering our past selves,” helps
fill the need for a safe and welcoming community. “It is a house for
reflection, for teaching and learning, and for using our histories or
personal stories to build bridges regardless of boundaries. It is a space
that recognizes differences between people, and encourages the
honoring of those differences while celebrating our similarities
as well.”
To improve diversity and student outcomes, it is essential to have
a central and permanent space, like Sankofa, for students of color.
In Sankofa’s first year many residents have felt more at home on
campus with this place to share in addition to the Diversity Center
in Memorial Hall. Safe environments such as these need dedicated
spaces. It is our hope that support for Sankofa continues to grow so
that it becomes a permanent feature on the Lawrence campus, and it
can provide the safe, welcoming and inclusive space that encourages
all students to invest deeply and ultimately feel a sense of belonging
as Lawrentians.

Leah McSorley
Director, international student services
From natives of the Fox Cities to New Yorkers to residents of
Kathmandu, Lawrentians have access to diverse perspectives through
our international community. Students with global backgrounds—
representing 44 countries—make up 13 percent of the student body.
Global perspectives enhance all students’ experiences, and
international Lawrentians are fully immersed students—in
classrooms, on athletic teams, in labs, at practices and performances,
and serving as Resident Life Assistants, orientation leaders and
LUCC Representatives.
These students share knowledge and personal experiences related
to their countries’ histories, politics and cultures. Lawrentians can
hear firsthand what life is like in a predominantly Muslim country,
a country where military service is required or where a government
censors public communication. They may learn about unfamiliar
political systems and processes, from life in a monarchy to the
benefits and shortcomings of nationalized healthcare.
While many Lawrentians are already globally minded—
volunteering, researching, traveling or studying abroad during their
college careers—international students add a unique element of
diversity. We know today’s graduates face a globalized economy;
they need intercultural communication skills, an ability to empathize
with varied (even oppositional) perspectives and the savvy to
navigate wide-ranging political, economic and social landscapes.
Through cross-discipline study, co-curricular involvement and
consistent engagement with the diverse perspectives on campus,
our graduates will develop those skills for success in their lives
after Lawrence.

Eilene Hoft-March
Milwaukee-Downer College and College Endowment Association
Professor of Liberal Studies and French, and department chair of French
At this year’s Commencement, I twice heard references to the
“Lawrence bubble,” a term I had thought passé. In 1988, former
President Rik Warch used the phrase to invoke similar connotations
of college life in splendid isolation from a world of troubles and
mundane tasks. Rik had, of course, a bigger point to make: the
bubble isn’t all that insulated from the world, but rather a privileged
place from which to “relate to [the world]” and to stand as “a
model of what it might and must become.” He saw very particular
challenges for 1988 bubble residents to address inequalities and
conflicts in the nation and in the world. Rik exhorted his audience
to “spend our time here and now to develop the attitudes and
attributes that will enable us to [live in the real world] as positive
and powerful agents of change.”
Almost 30 years later, diversity as Rik defined it (i.e., ethnic,
racial and international) has increased from 10 to 29 percent.
Lawrence looks more like the world than it used to. There is greater
opportunity but also greater intra-bubble urgency to develop the

habits that will make us effective agents of positive change. I offer
several corollaries to Rik’s assertion about developing as a model
community (and I’ve kept the hortatory register):
• We need to resist the urge to operate exclusively within subbubbles of like-minded people or with those who share our strong
sense of personal identity. We shouldn’t squander the opportunity
to encounter others unlike ourselves lest we move on, for fear of
the unknown, to some truly insulated existence in the so-called
real world.
• We need to withhold assumptions about the diversity we “see”
(often, but not always, gender, ethnicity, race and ability) as well
as assumptions about the diversity we don’t always see, including
political views, sexuality, faith traditions, economic circumstances,
etc. We have much to learn from differences of experience,
knowledge and opinion.
• We need to engage in civil, respectful and thoughtful dialogue
with those with whom we don’t agree or don’t understand.
Montaigne, the 16th-century French essayist, claimed that his
judgment—what we would call “critical thinking”—was best
formed by discussing with his opponents. And sometimes, as
multiple revisions of his Essays reveal, Montaigne even changed
his thinking.
It’s no small thing that Lawrence can claim to be a more diverse
community than ever before, but that fact places more responsibility
on all of us here and now to demonstrate the thoughtful interaction
we want to see in the world.

Carla N. Daughtry
Associate professor of anthropology
I’m a Middle East anthropologist, and I also contribute to both
the gender studies and ethnic studies programs, so my approach to
ethnic studies seeks interconnections between ethno-racial identities
and class, gender, nationality, sexuality, religion or other social
categories.
The mission of our ethnic studies program is to intellectually prepare
students for the demographic of the United States and a world that
will be increasingly diverse in all categories of social difference.
Citizens of tomorrow—both of nations and of the world—will have
to negotiate multi-ethnic relationships in their own personal lives,
communities, workplaces and government institutions. Some of the
best intellectual conversations that I have shared with students have
been in Ethnic Studies 200, where we examine “race” and ethnicity
as social factors that differentially position people in relationship to
power, opportunities and access to resources.
It makes my day when a student writes anonymously, “I value being
able to openly talk to classmates about important issues regarding
race. I love the readings. I always found them interesting. Also, just
coming to class and knowing I would learn something new. There
was never a day that I didn’t want to be here.”

LAWRENCE
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Helen Boyd Kramer

Kathy Flores

Lecturer of gender studies and Freshman Studies

Diversity & inclusion coordinator, City of Appleton

Whenever I teach Sandra Cisneros’ Guadalupe the Sex Goddess:
Unearthing the Racy Past of Mexico’s Most Famous Virgin, originally
published in Ms. in 1996, I notice how one Chicana’s essay can
resonate with a variety of students. It may be about colonialism and
indigenous culture and how the two collided but it’s also about a
teenager discovering that her desires compel her to find information
her elders have withheld. It is a search for truth.

A lot of communities might not want to do what Appleton has
begun, which is to take an in-depth look at the history of racism in
the Fox Cities ... In the past there was an all-inclusive effort to keep
people out. In the ’60s, like the rest of the country, we faced a
revolution—Jim Zwerg is a great example of that—but it has taken
decades of committed individuals to start to turn things around.

Cisneros tells a good story by being universal but specific in the
details. It is on every syllabus I teach so that every student who
takes even one class of mine reads it, and invariably the results are
the same: A shy Chicana talks more than she ever has, and with
confidence, and many of the students want more—more by women
of color, more narratives that address what it’s like to be an outsider.
Some students then read This Bridge Called My Back, the seminal
text of 1990s multiculturalism, or Gloria Anzaldua’s Borderlands/
La Frontera. Others discover the rich array of writings by black
women—Audre Lorde, of course, but also Patricia Hill Collins or
Angela Davis.
I know I’m teaching these works because they are seminal—these
women are the generation who clamored for more diversity within
feminism—but students read to know they are not only people to be
studied, but people who study, research, publish. It’s electrifying. As
an undergrad in a class on 20th-century women writers I realized,
while reading Tillie Olsen’s landmark One Out of Twelve: Women
Who Are Writers in Our Century, that the world would always put
“woman” before “writer.” I had to know who I was in order to know
what I might be. That’s why a diverse syllabus is so important: I read
that work in a literature class, not women’s studies.
We all need to see ourselves in the talent that’s gone before us. We
don’t always notice how few women, Latinxs, African Americans are
on our syllabi; we deprive ourselves and students of the shoulders of
giants to stand upon or we simply fail to recognize whose shoulders:
While reading Cornel West’s Race Matters in Freshman Studies, a
white male jazz student observed, “All of the musicians I admire,
the guys who are on posters on my walls, they’re all black.” Our class
sat with that fact: As simple as it was, it was also profound. Our
discussion of race changed for the better after his realization.

We’ve made an intentional shift toward becoming a welcoming and
inclusive community, but we still have work to do. Trends tell us we
are rapidly becoming more diverse, and we are working to make it
known that we welcome people of color, of diverse backgrounds and
religions, people with LGBTQ identities, people with disabilities.
We are acknowledging and learning from our city’s history in order
to move forward together.
Lawrence brings us greater global exposure. There is a beautiful
breadth of diversity on campus, and it’s very close to downtown.
So, diversity describes who is here—and inclusion describes what
we must do.
Appleton and Lawrence will always need to work in close
cooperation. Members of the Lawrence community are a part of
Appleton, and as such are always encouraged to engage with us so
that we can continue to build community and respond whenever
help is needed. Lawrence students have a history of engagement in
the Fox Cities—and we hope to continue to forge strong affinities
between community groups and student groups, to encourage
students to volunteer and serve and engage, and to help us grow
toward that community we aspire to become. At the same time, it is
the responsibility of our leaders to work to help support students in
Appleton. Our hope is to provide a community they want to return
to again in the future. ■

Biology professors Bart De Stasio ’82 and Beth De Stasio ’83
were comparing calendars when they discovered they had
each—independently—been invited as students’ plus-ones
to the Lawrence PossePlus Retreat, an April workshop at
Lawrence’s Björklunden campus. That moment turned out
to be the beginning of a surprising and enlightening turn
of events.

A striking aspect of the retreat was the environment that was
established in the space, said Bart De Stasio. “Participants
felt truly empowered, and the open communication that
environment fostered was so effective. It was eye-opening,”
he said. He was also stunned to learn how academic
departments often fall short in engaging effectively with
students of widely varying races, ethnicities and identities.

Flores, second from left, participating on a panel during Reunion 2015’s
alumni college course American Race Relations and the Black Student
Experience at Lawrence University
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DIVERSITY IN THE SCIENCES SUMMIT

PossePlus is an annual retreat that takes place at
participating colleges and universities. The 2015
PossePlus theme was “Crime and Punishment,” focused
on race and ethnicity in a context of law and justice.

Many of us learned to read and love Milton and not all of us who did
so are blind, Christian or male. Someone else’s story can be a bridge
to your own. Cisneros, Rushdie and Diaz, Achebe and Arundhati
Roy, Miles Davis and Alison Bechdel—all have created works that
speak to our souls and our brains. Putting more of them on our
syllabi not only gives marginalized students role models but also
allows all of us to know the world more fully.
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Students discuss a project at Biofest, May 2015

The De Stasios spent the drive back from Door County
brainstorming for ways they could carry what they learned
back to the science departments. They harnessed the early
momentum and got students involved in the creation of a
workshop. Within just a few weeks during the busy Spring
Term, 11 students and 13 faculty members developed and

participated in Lawrence’s first Diversity in the Sciences Summit.
The primary goals were raising awareness and building a
foundation for future efforts.
Sheeniza Shah ’15, a Posse Scholar, biochemistry major and
president and founder of Lawrence Women in Science, was
among those who participated. “People aren’t always acting out
of outright hostility or ill will,” she said. “But ignorance is not an
excuse, either. We have some wonderful professors who truly
value our input and consider us adults—sometimes they can
learn from us, too.”
Students and faculty together examined scenarios, built off realworld examples, that illustrate the ways marginalized students
may be overlooked or underserved in classes or labs. They
examined how stereotypes cause anxiety and interfere with
learning, explored how cultural differences can be misperceived
and lead to misunderstanding and devised strategies to
overcome these challenges.
“Students and faculty all supported the idea of ongoing
summits,” said Bart De Stasio, “and we’re coordinating with
the Committee on Diversity Affairs to make sure this effort
continues, with an eye toward finding opportunities all around
campus to educate our students, and ourselves, about how to
be more inclusive.”

LAWRENCE
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“

Ethnic studies caters to a wide range of interests when it comes to deciphering how
race and ethnicity control the dynamics of our society. I am challenged to think about
my place, as well as the place of others in particular spaces. This department intersects
with a variety of topics, which adds another perspective to how we should see the world
we live in ... I recommend that every student take at least one course in ethnic studies.
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”

—Brittni Adekoya ’16

Ethnic studies faculty meets for a developmental workshop, June 2015

LAWRENCE
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Chinyere Oparah, professor and chair of ethnic
studies at Mills College, visits with Eli Massey ’15,
Guilberly Louissaint ’17, Tatiyana S. Jenkins ’17 and
Woodlynn Pierre ’18 in back.

ACADEMIC INITIATIVE

Ameya Balsekar, associate professor of government
Interests: Comparative politics, identity politics and ethnic
conflict, politics of India and China, multiculturalism
Elizabeth Carlson, associate professor of art history
Interests: Modern and contemporary art history, visual culture

Ethnic Studies

I

n the late 1990s a group of Lawrence
faculty members met to explore
the creation of an ethnic studies
program in line with Lawrence’s
commitment to the diversity and
inter-disciplinarity of its curriculum.
The collaborative effort of the ad hoc
working group came to fruition with
the approval of a minor, and in 2002
the first ethnic studies course was offered
at Lawrence.
Today ethnic studies courses continue to
draw large numbers of engaged students.
A thoroughgoing interdisciplinary area of
academic inquiry, ethnic studies explores
questions of power, colonialism, agency,
resistance and various categories of
social identities as they relate to ethnicity
and race.
Contemporary societies across the globe
are steeped in the politics of identity
along racial and ethnic lines. Recent
and ongoing events in U.S. cities such
as Ferguson, Mo.; Baltimore, Md.; and
Charleston, S.C., sharply draw attention
to the need to examine the ways in which
race and racism are embedded in U.S.
institutions and everyday life.
Designed with an eye toward reflecting on
student interests in current debates and
issues specific to ethno-racial communities,
geographic areas or historical periods
in time, ethnic studies at Lawrence
provides an intellectual discursive
space in which students meaningfully
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FACULTY

“I think ethnic studies is a vital
program as it gives us the language
and tools to help navigate the complex
discussion of race relations today. As
an interdisciplinary field, ethnic studies
is unique in that it was demanded by
students [when it began in universities
in the U.S.], and continues to challenge
the inherently biased and Eurocentric
perspectives of race, history and society.
No matter your major or expertise,
ethnic studies is invaluable as it gives
an academic voice to peoples that have
been shut out of the discussion for
centuries. It sheds light on the truth
and gives a voice to the oppressed,
not just the oppressors.”
—Louis E. Weissert ’18
participate in conversations about topics
too often shrouded in silence. Students
explore the evolution of ethno-racial
identities in both the U.S. and elsewhere
to broaden their own worldviews.
They learn concepts such as social
constructionism (how racial and ethnic
categories are socially created, objectified,
internalized and then taken for granted)
and intersectionality (how ethno-racial
identities cannot be studied in isolation
because they are interconnected to class,

education, gender, age/generation, region/
geography, religious beliefs, political creed
and sexuality).
All students minoring in ethnic studies
complete a senior capstone project of
their choice under the guidance of an
affiliated faculty member. This experience
helps students think about how the
lessons they learn in the ethnic studies
classroom play out beyond Lawrence.
Considering the demographic trends, the
lines of inquiry pursued in ethnic studies are
crucial in preparing students for a rapidly
changing world.
Thanks to a Mellon Grant, Chinyere
Oparah, professor and chair of ethnic
studies at Mills College, visited the
campus in May 2015 to lead discussions
on further development of the ethnic
studies program at Lawrence and to
deliver a public lecture titled From Third
World Strike to Research Justice: Ethnic
Studies and the Transformation of U.S.
Higher Education. In June 2015, the ethnic
studies program convened an ethnicity
and critical race theory symposium for
Lawrence faculty and staff, featuring
Roderick Ferguson, a scholar in ethnic
studies from the University of Illinois at
Chicago, who conducted presentations
and facilitated discussions on intellectual
developments in the field as well as best
practices in teaching race and ethnicity.
Students who graduate with a minor in
ethnic studies are well prepared to work

Dominica Chang, associate professor of French
Interests: Romance languages and literature
Carla Daughtry, associate professor of anthropology
Interests: Middle East and North Africa, Italy, cultural research
methods, food and culture, refugees in urban settings, impact
of globalization on cultures, sex/gender/sexuality systems
across cultures, race and ethnicity

“Ethnic Studies offered me the opportunity
to dive into issues of ethnic oppression,
empowerment, discrimination, identity
and history, all things important to me as a
person interested in creating social change
in my career. The program has helped me to
understand racism on a systemic level and
consider intersectional aspects of people’s lives
that contribute to their unique experiences
and identities. The ACM Urban Studies
program in Chicago enabled me to work
hands-on with community members and social
change organizations that support diverse
communities. I learned about Chicago’s history
of racism and how it affects people’s lives
today. My studies inspired my gender studies/
ethnic studies capstone project about LGBTQ
youth homelessness in Chicago.”
—Alexis Cuozzo ’15

Sonja Downing, assistant professor of music
Interests: Balinese gamelan music, traditional music
pedagogy, intersection of gender and performance
Jake Frederick, associate professor of history
Interests: Mexican history, Afro-Latino history,
environmental history
Karen Hoffmann, associate professor of English
and diversity enhancement faculty director
Interests: African American literature, Harlem Renaissance,
race and gender in modernist British and American fiction
Lena L. Khor, associate professor of English
Interests: Contemporary world Anglophone literature, human
rights and humanitarian discourse, postcolonial studies,
literary theory, cultural studies and film
Brigetta Miller, associate professor of music
Interests: Native American women’s music, multicultural
education, interdisciplinary learning
Amy Ongiri, Jill Beck Director and
associate professor of film studies
Interests: Film studies, Africana studies, cultural studies,
gender and sexuality studies
Stewart Purkey, Bee Connell Mielke Professor of Education
and associate professor of education
Interests: Educational reform, multicultural education

in diverse environments as well as pursue graduate
studies in fields such as law, public health, social work,
ethnic studies and journalism. Lawrence alumni with
a minor in ethnic studies have pursued careers in
K–12 education, public administration, public health,
social work, the nonprofit and civil service sectors and
academic advising and administration. ■

Lifongo Vetinde, associate professor of French
Interests: Francophone African literature and cinema,
cultural studies
Matthew Wegehaupt, Instructor of Freshman Studies,
gender studies and East Asian studies
Interests: Gender Studies, masculinity, sexuality, East Asia,
Korean literature and film, Buddhism, translation
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FACULTY PROFILE ALISON GUENTHER-PAL
Assistant professor of German and film studies
POP CULTURE IN FOCUS
One of my research areas is popular culture of 1950s West
Germany. I look at films, novels, even sex and marriage
manuals, to construct an alternative history of gender and
sexuality for the period. We think of the 1950s as relatively
silent about sex and sexuality. What surprises many is the
degree to which discussions about sex, homosexuality and nonnormative expressions of gender like female masculinity made
their way into popular and literary cultures, politics, medical
discourse and religion. My research investigates various
contexts in which gender, sex and sexuality were discussed,
and what purposes these discussions served.
STUDENT-CENTERED LEARNING
This year, I attended my first PossePlus retreat. This annual
event facilitates intense and sustained conversations about
diversity, inclusion and social justice. In a break-out group,
students expressed that they wanted more independence and
creativity in assignments. I added an open project category
to the final assignment in both of my courses last term, and I
was so impressed with the students’ work that I will continue
offering this option in my intermediate and advanced courses.
A NEW FAVORITE COURSE
Last term, I team-taught Gender and Cinema with retired
Professor of French and Francophone Studies, Judy Sarnecki.
Our students were insightful, intellectually daring and politically
sophisticated. From analyses of whiteness and the homosocial
in Top Gun, to race and dating in Seeking Asian Female, to
black feminist aesthetics in Daughters of the Dust, students
collaboratively explored fundamental aspects of social and
political life. We had meaningful, lively and challenging
discussions not just about the films, but about homophobia,
inequality, misogyny, racism and transphobia.
WHAT DIFFERENTIATES LAWRENTIANS
Lawrentians view themselves as part of this community and
they transform this sense of belonging into democratic thought
and action. Our students are politically engaged and I admire
their commitment to individual and social transformation, from
their extensive volunteer work and community engagement
to their participation in the Black Lives Matter movement or
mobilization against sexual misconduct.
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“Accompanying me are advisees from
each of my academic areas, German, film
studies and gender studies, at different
stages of their Lawrence careers. Tyler
Grasee ’15 (middle) is a German and
anthropology double major whose Senior
Experience in German was a queer analysis
of works by two major figures of the Weimar
era, Magnus Hirschfeld and Klaus Mann.
Tatiyana Jenkins ’17 (front) is a gender
studies major doing a concentration in film
studies. Bané Touré ’18 (back) is interested
in pursuing a film studies major.”

LAWRENCE
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FACULTY PROFILE JOSÉ ENCARNACIÓN
Assistant professor of music and director of jazz studies
WHAT KEEPS HIM BUSY
Part of my research last year was based on some of the traditional Afro-Cuban
styles such as Guiro, Palo, Arara, Bata, Rumba, Bembe and Comparsa.
I have a creative interest in the different types of Seises from the island of
Puerto Rico—their origins, development and current function in Puerto Rican
musical life and culture.
I have transcribed solos from four jazz tenor saxophone masters—Dexter Gordon,
Sonny Rollins, Joe Henderson and Lester Young—to provide students new strategies
and methods for studying, analyzing, imitating, assimilating language, to become
better jazz improvisers and innovators.
MEMORABLE MOMENT
Collaborating and preparing with Eli Edelman ’15 and the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble for our concert, Afro-Cuban Roots and Traditions. Teaching pronunciation;
transcribing new contemporary pieces; writing and arranging chord progressions,
colors and form; interludes; interjecting Cuban rhythms into the jazz charts and
teaching the different styles to the rhythm section ... it was challenging but
rewarding, and an honor to work with Eli.
DIVERSITY AS AN ASSET
We are all just people who represent different experiences, values and traditions.
It is to our benefit to learn from one another, and to respect and embrace our
differences. Students from varied backgrounds truly excel here. I believe this
has a lot to do with the welcoming Lawrence environment. Students, faculty
and staff bring their similarities and differences and create a comfortable and
accepting atmosphere.
... AND A CHALLENGE
Standing in front of an audience at a concert or in class, I feel insecure about
the diction and pronunciation of my Hispanic-rooted accent. I fear I will disappoint
students or audiences if they don’t understand me. What I conclude is that today’s
students and community are open to diversity, and my accent does not negatively
affect my ability to contribute.
THE YEAR AHEAD
I intend to uphold Fred’s Sturm legacy and vision for the jazz department ... and on my
agenda are researching and practicing new contemporary music for flute, clarinet and
saxophone; composing new music for a CD project; being part of Freshman Studies
for the first time, together with Mark Urness; conducting the Indiana All-State Jazz
Ensemble, Fred Sturm Jazz Celebration Weekend and the Jazz Series; serving on the
Committee on Diversity Affairs ... deep breath … It’s going to be a fantastic year!
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The President’s Award of Excellence recognizes exemplary staff for exceptional performance. Peer

nominations are reviewed by a selection committee and President Burstein. Award recipients demonstrate
above and beyond commitment to the support of students, staff or faculty; outstanding community
stewardship; leadership and innovation; and dedication to teamwork. Staff members Kevin Goggins and
Rachel Crowl received the inaugural awards.

STAFF PROFILE
KEVIN GOGGINS

SECURITY NIGHT SHIFT SUPERVISOR
“My job is to make sure that they are
safe, that our campus is a safe place
for everyone.” It’s the mission that
motivates Goggins as security night
shift supervisor. Soft-spoken yet
tough and known for his kindness,
Goggins embodies a sense of trust
and goodwill.
Before joining Lawrence three
years ago, Goggins retired from a
16-year career in corrections. When
he talks about students, his smile
never fades. “I feel blessed to have
this relationship with them,” he said.

Goggins was recently selected by students
for the Mrs. H. K. Babcock Award, which
honors a member of the Lawrence community
for making a difference. Goggins has also been
awarded a Civilian Medal of Gallantry by the
Appleton Police Department.
What he sees in Lawrence students
“When they see a need, they want to help.
Students come to campus from all over the U.S.
and all over the world, and they really do want to
get close to one another and help the community.”

STAFF PROFILE RACHEL CROWL
WEB CONTENT AND NEW MEDIA COORDINATOR

Crowl’s recent video production of a spoken-word poem by
Shea Love ’14 titled The Rabbit’s Nose recently won Grand Gold
honors in the 2015 Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) Circle of Excellence competition---the highest
possible award for achievement in higher-ed productions.
go.lawrence.edu/rabbitsnose
An autodidact in Web and new media, Crowl was an offBroadway actor when she began learning in step with an
emergent Internet. “It was the very beginning of the Web,”
she said. She learned programming, photography, digital
rendering, videography and a range of technical skills that
complement her creative capabilities.
Since arriving at Lawrence in fall of 2009, Crowl has
contributed her multifaceted skill set and aptitudes to
Lawrence’s communications, making nimble shifts in her
media focus to strengthen Lawrence’s digital presence.
Learning on the job
“I get to try new ideas all the time, and I have constant
opportunities to learn on the job. And I love working in a
liberal arts environment, being around such smart people.”
A meaningful contribution
“Lawrence values what I bring. A university could be an inert
bureaucracy, but that has not been my experience. I got to be an
insider from the start. I’ve met so many interesting people—and
I’ve been on the rooftops of so many buildings shooting photos.
I feel supported to create work that reinforces Lawrence’s goals
with tools, access, whatever I need.”
Making a difference
“I feel an affinity with the Posse Scholars by dint of the
New York City connection. They bring that energy with them,
which makes me happy, and they are amazing students. As
staff, I’m in a position to make a distinct kind of difference to
a student. Our relationships are different from faculty, but they
can be just as meaningful.”
► To watch a video about Rachel
go to http://bit.ly/1InPzJh

How’s that late shift?
“You’d be amazed ... at 11 o’clock, or even three
o’clock on second rounds, they’re still working,
studying, practicing. Sometimes, they’re so
focused that I remind them to take a deep breath,
go home, get some sleep. Of course, I don’t have
finals—but someday, neither will they.”
► To watch a video about Kevin go to
http://bit.ly/1U2L0fN
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STUDENT PROFILE
BRIENNE CHA’MIERE COLSTON ’15

STUDENT PROFILE
EDUARDO ELIZONDO RUEDA ’16

Dean, Sadie Nash Leadership Project, New York City

Software Developer

Major: Gender studies
Minor: History

Major: Computer science
Minors: Physics, innovation and entrepreneurship

As she wrapped up her senior year, Brienne Colston looked ahead—
and homeward, where her first steps waited on a career path
toward advocacy and social justice.
Colston amassed an impressive record of advocacy while
on campus. An active member of the Black Student Union
(BSU), she helped found Beta Psi Nu, a Greek community for
women of color. She was a member of Sankofa, Lawrence’s
group housing community for diverse students and allies.
Colston also served on the Committee on Diversity Affairs,
serving as chair her senior year. She led All is One! Empowering
Young Women of Color (AIO), a support community for women of
color. “From that group sprang Brown Girl Recovery: Healing Spaces for
Black and Brown Women. We needed more intimate groups to have the
conversations that women needed,” she said.
Posse V
“It’s like an on-campus family. Regular Posse meetings make it clear that
we are valued members of the Lawrence community. It will be great to see
all diverse students, not only Posse Scholars, benefit from the lessons of
the Posse program.”
Connecting coursework and career
“Understanding how issues of gender experience impact my field and how
issues of fairness, access and equality translate into social justice ...
it was life changing. Professor Helen Boyd Kramer worked with me for a
year to develop an amazing essay titled The Holy Trinity of Oppression: The
Mammy, Jezebel, Sapphire and Other Controlling Images of Black Women.”
Sankofa House
“Sankofa is from the Akan language of Ghana. Literally, it means ‘look
back,’ or go back to your roots. BSU aligns itself with the Sankofa bird
because we are a cultural group dedicated to uplifting and centralizing
Black culture at Lawrence. Lawrence is fortunate to have Sankofa; it
fosters a diverse community in a prominent, central place on campus.
That sends a message that Lawrence values students of color and is
committed to their social and emotional growth and success.”
Finding her voice
“I came to Lawrence believing that my talent resided only in vocal music,
and I graduated holding the realization that my real talent is literally my
voice. I am dedicated to using my voice to serve my community. Right
now, that is primarily through social justice and activism surrounding
race, race relations and feminism in the U.S. Maybe tomorrow that will
be singing in church. I’m flexible.”
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With his senior year ahead of him, Eddie Elizondo
has amassed a series of successes, including
intercontinental travel and coveted internship
opportunities. He is wrapping up a summer stint at
Facebook, followed by a trip to Kyoto, Japan, before
Fall Term classes commence.
Elizondo arrived from Monterrey, Mexico, with clear
objectives. “I wanted to major in computer science,” he
said. He credits the support of professors—and the donors
who fund grants and scholarships that make off-campus
experiences possible—with broadening his horizons.
He also works hard to make his own luck. “I had to seek
opportunities and find courses and sift through resources to
expand my computer science skills,” Elizondo said. “Lawrence
lays a foundation, I work hard and the financial backing facilitates
experiences I otherwise might not have,” he added.
Mentorship makes the difference
“On the computer science side, professors [Joseph] Gregg and [Kurt]
Krebsbach are my mentors. When I get stuck, I can always contact Professor
Gregg. Innovation professors Brandenberger, Galambos and Vaughan taught
me that I can always do better and reach farther.”
How a smaller college can broaden horizons
“I’m doing something that I never even considered before arriving at
Lawrence, which is minoring in physics. This is all due to Professor [Douglas]
Martin. His teaching inspired my fascination for learning how the world
around us works.”
Machine learning?
“As a freshman, I approached Professor Krebsbach and told him I wanted
to build smart machines. He introduced me to artificial intelligence and
specifically, machine learning. It’s the science of programming a computer
so that it responds to data in ways it was not explicitly programmed to do—
that is, machine learning is a way of enabling the program to alter the action
decisions in response to a data set.”
Learning at hackathons
“A hackathon is a lesson in self-confidence. I learned how to jump in
and work effectively on any team, come up with ideas and share them to
efficiently create something on the spot. Every time I code something, I’m
applying something that I learned at Lawrence.”
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NOTABLE ALUMNI
MADHURA SAMARTH ’95

NOTABLE ALUMNI
YORIKO MORITA ’94

Founder, Ripple Animation
Major: Economics

International property law expert, patent prosecutor and portfolio manager
Majors: Physics, cello performance

After graduating with a degree in economics, Samarth soon
discovered that big, coastal banks recruited at big, coastal
schools. She persevered and secured a position “at a
brokerage house, cold-calling prospects. I had to complete
the Series 7 and Series 63 exams.”
It was a first step on her path toward success. Her tenacity
would lead her to a boutique investment bank where she
boned up on business basics: clients, research, picking stocks
and management.
In time, Samarth wanted to return to her home in Mumbai,
India, and start her own business. She experimented, and then
dabbled in investment, film and publishing, accumulating and
honing the skills she would need when her break came.
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It came in 2008, when British multinational The WPP Group,
owner of global giants Ogilvy & Mather and J. Walter Thompson,
sought a joint venture in India. Samarth got the opportunity to
help launch Sharpshooter Films, which produces commercials
for global and Indian clients from Coca-Cola to British television
channel BSKYB.

After Lawrence, Morita attended the University of Colorado–
Boulder to pursue a Ph.D. in physics. Her first year, she attended
a presentation on collaborative research, compelling her to switch
to electrical engineering after her second year in physics. She
defended her thesis in the fall of 1998 and graduated with a Ph.D.
in electrical engineering (optics emphasis) in summer of 1999.

Meanwhile Samarth was keen to get in on the underserved
digital market. She set up Ripple, a company that offers
digital marketing and specializes in producing video content:
product/service videos, demos and webisodes for social media
channels, both live-shot and animated. Ripple, which works
mostly with blue chip clients, is fast becoming a well-known
name in digital marketing and content creation in India.

While at CU–Boulder, Morita also continued to study cello. She
played in the university orchestra as well as various chamber groups.

Life-changing Freshman Studies
I credit Lawrence for teaching me to think and write well.
The books we read and the debates we had helped me
see a situation from various perspectives and to articulate
my opinion. That process of critical thinking and analysis
differentiates me from my peers who went through the Indian
education system.

In her career progression from technical researcher to educator,
to patent prosecutor, to intellectual property licensing executive,
she has come to use the full gamut of her technical, legal and
negotiating skills in executing intellectual property agreements
on behalf of clients. She established her own company, Soumei
Consulting, in 2014, and currently serves as vice president of
licensing for her primary client, General Patent Corporation.

A welcoming and immersive community
I felt at home from the moment I arrived. Professors, other
students and everyone in the community were super warm. The
total immersion in U.S. culture gave me great insights—a big
advantage in India when we do business with American clients.

She has also continued to perform. She won a 2000 audition
for the Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra, and has been principal
cello for other local orchestras, as well as a substitute
musician for other professional groups. With her friend and
fellow CU–Boulder graduate, Michelle Stanley, as well as other
friends, Morita has been performing across the country and
commissioning new music as Sonora Ensemble/Duo.

A competitive business edge
It’s the innovation at Ripple that makes us sought-after. Apart
from that, every piece of work is done perfectly, checked and
rechecked. That’s something I learned at Lawrence when a
philosophy professor gave me a C– on an A+ paper because
three typos had found their way in.
Prepared to succeed
Thanks to my liberal arts background, I know I can be thrown
in the deep end of almost any business situation and figure my
way around.

In a fortuitous turn, Morita took a class in intellectual property.
The attorney who taught the class became her mentor and
took her on in his firm on a part time basis. There, she learned
patent prosecution.

Broad education for a varied career
Both the physics and Conservatory programs are really top
notch. In graduate school and beyond, in both physics and
music, I could compete with the best and brightest. I think I
also had a more rounded educational background than most
students, who had focused on a single major.

Liberal arts—and sciences
I’ve met brilliant scientists who cannot write a coherent
sentence, expressive writers who can’t balance a checkbook
or use a spreadsheet, talented musicians who are devastated
by an injury and have to figure out how to earn money without
playing music. A Lawrence education develops the whole
person and prepares students for careers that aren’t defined
by a single job description.

Out-of-classroom experiences
Professor John Brandenberger put me in touch with Gregory
Exarhos ’70, who gave me the opportunity to intern at Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories. That experience led me to
another internship at the same lab after graduation. The
internships helped me to get into a leading graduate program
and gave me a solid foundation as a researcher and scientist.
I no longer perform research, but I can talk the science and
relate to active researchers and technologists.

Advice for current students
Try everything. Lawrence is a safe, welcoming place to
experience it all. I learned how to work a recording booth, got
involved with a Shakespeare production, played varsity softball,
went to frat formals, performed in friends’ chamber music
recitals, learned to cross-country ski and took an anthropology
class. I never did tray down the Hill on Downer trays, and I kind
of regret that.
LAWRENCE
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NEWS FROM THE LAWRENTIAN

RESTORATIONS

Zach Ben-Amots ’16, editor-in-chief

For Lawrence students, a complete education encompasses several
elements; in-class learning, extracurricular engagement and social
interaction are among the most important. As Lawrentians, we gain
knowledge from each aspect of the society that surrounds us, in
and outside the classroom. Diversity is one of the most inherently
valuable societal aspects from which we can learn.

Students look forward to the administration’s continuing to provide
platforms for constructive dialogue and making resources more
available and transparent. Faculty should commit to diversifying
curricula within all majors in which access is limited. And these
initiatives must be embraced by the entire student body in order to
truly make a difference.

Today, recruitment at Lawrence is focused on diversity of ideas,
backgrounds, cultures, ethnicity, gender, sexual identity and more.
And as Lawrence demonstrates a commitment to diversified
recruitment, inclusion is a key topic. In order to be successful,
inclusivity must be embraced by administration, faculty and
students. Each party holds different responsibilities and faces varying
challenges in making Lawrence an inclusive campus. And reflecting
on The Lawrentian’s previous coverage of diversity, this year has
been an absolute turning point for inclusion and access on campus.

Alumni, parents of students or friends of Lawrence can stay up to date on
campus events with a paper subscription to The Lawrentian or by visiting
our website, lawrentian.com, where we post our issues in full each week.

The Lawrence administration provides access to many resources
that serve all groups within the student body. Through the new
CORE program, all Lawrentians have been provided a safe space
for meaningful discussion, which allows student groups to engage in
constructive dialogue. There are still some resources that are missing
for minority students. Students still need more open access to staff and
programs focused on inclusion.
Faculty members also play a key role. Currently, there are two
general education requirements for diversity that all students must
fulfill: global and dimensional. Along with that, specific programs
like ethnic studies are expanding, while several humanities
departments are shifting away from historically privileged
perspectives. There remain curricula in need of diversification,
which would directly increase minority students’ access to
historically Anglocentric areas of study.
On the students’ end, all Lawrentians must operate as allies
and advocates for each other, which would demonstrate a true
celebration of difference. Sankofa, a new group house dedicated
to multiculturalism and inclusion, has served a vital social and
educational role on campus by regularly sponsoring campus-wide
discussions. The greatest challenge will be reaching students who
do not typically engage in such discussions.

RESTORATION AND RENOVATION
It’s summertime on the Lawrence
campus. Students have dispersed until
Fall Term, campus is relatively quiet for
the season, and the weather is perfect
for outdoor projects. While Lawrentians
are off recharging and preparing for next
term, staff and crews are at work across
campus on projects to refresh, restore and
reinvigorate buildings and grounds. The
Main Hall cupola, an Appleton landmark
since the early days of the college, receives
restorative attention after being surrounded
by scaffolding. Colman Hall updates require
the gutting of Lucinda’s dining hall, which
will be transformed into residential lofts.

In the 2014–15 academic year, The Lawrentian published articles on the
new CORE program, Black Lives Matter protests, candlelight vigils
for international causes and the expansion of diverse departments
such as ethnic studies. This coverage demonstrates the kind of
movements and programs that have made this a pivotal year.
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GRATEFUL GRADS

Debt of gratitude
benefit of a Lawrence education to domestic students of color.
Both alumni have donated over the years to their shared
endowment. As part of the Full Speed to Full Need campaign,
they have made significant commitments that fully endow the
fund to ensure that it provides scholarship support in perpetuity.
Jordan and his wife, Mary Donn Jordan ’73, set the consummate
example of philanthropy. The Jordans have provided leadership
support for the Posse Program, Lawrence Fellows, the Lawrence
Fund, student scholarships, Lucia Briggs Hall and Steitz Hall of
Science. They are members of the Lawrence-Downer Legacy Circle,
a recognition society for alumni and friends who have provided
to Lawrence through their estates. Together, they established the
Harold and Mary Donn Jordan Scholarship—another fund toward
which they have made further commitments as part of Full Speed to
Full Need.
Cory Nettles ’92 knows the obstacle that a funding gap can be. As a
high-achieving, first-generation student, Nettles bumped up against
the paywall of advancement—and the generous gift of a Lawrentian
mentor enabled him to take the next step, igniting a friendship built
on shared values and strengthened by shared philanthropy.
Harold Jordan ’72 had already been setting an example. He served
on the Board of Trustees and made a point on campus visits of taking
the Black Organization of Students to dinner. “In hindsight I’m
amazed at the subtlety of his approach,” Nettles said. “He challenged
us. I see now the tremendous value of what he gave us—in those
conversations and by his example.”
While off campus at American University, Nettles was struggling
to gather funds to pursue a law degree. LSAT courses, tests and
applications added up. Jordan, residing in Washington, D.C., met
Nettles for lunch. What happened over lunch was life-changing:
Jordan wrote a check to cover the gap and instructed Nettles to
create a payment plan. Nettles submitted a contract: He would
pay the lump sum, plus interest, one year into a law career.
In 1996 Nettles returned, degree and payment in hand, and Jordan
suggested that he pay the debt forward—to Lawrence. That initiated
the Harold Jordan and Cory Nettles Scholarship, which extends the

Jordan served on the Board of Trustees from 1986–2004, chaired the
Board from 1999–2002, and both Harold and Mary Donn Jordan are
currently on the President’s Advisory Council.
Jordan encourages giving because it’s the right thing to do—but also,
he says, “It’s an effective way to advocate for and promote positive
change, to assert community affiliation and to make a meaningful
impact over the long term.”
Nettles and his wife, Michelle, have emulated the Jordans’
philanthropy. They provided leadership support for Warch Campus
Center and the Lawrence Fund. They were Giving Day 2014 Game
Changers and are also Lawrence-Downer Legacy Circle members.
Nettles served on the Board of Trustees from 2005–10, and is
currently co-chair of the President’s Advisory Council.
“It’s incumbent upon those of us who have the resources to commit
to closing that gap,” says Nettles. “Harold Jordan was one of
those students, I was one of those students ... beneficiaries of the
philanthropy of countless strangers. We should not have good,
capable students—and, in particular, students who bring diversity to
our campus—kept away from Lawrence because of a modest funding
gap. Full Speed to Full Need helps us close that gap.” ■
► Watch a video of Cory and Harold at https://youtu.be/0NuCU5lE1qo
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Harold Jordan ’72, Ellen E. Douglass ’74 and
Cory Nettles ’92 reconnect at Commencement 2015
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TERRY FRANKE ’68 HONORED
WITH SCHOLARSHIP
Outgoing chair of Lawrence University’s
Board of Trustees, Terry Franke, received
a surprise honor at the board’s spring
meeting: the establishment of the Terry and
Mary Franke Scholarship Fund, courtesy of
a $1 million gift from an anonymous donor
given “in recognition of the amazing job he
has done in the past four and a half years as chairman of the
Lawrence board.”
“Terry Franke has led the Lawrence Board of Trustees during
a time of immense growth and significant change for the
university. I cannot think of a better way to acknowledge his
service to his alma mater than this wonderful gift to establish
the Terry and Mary Franke Scholarship Fund,” said President
Mark Burstein.
Franke served on the Board of Trustees for 16 years and has
served as chair since January 2011. He spent much of his
career at Hewitt Associates, where he was a senior partner.
He serves as a senior consultant for Productive Strategies Inc.
and also leads Franke Associates as a strategic consultant
with a focus on university leadership, governance, change
and transition.
BEN MEUNIER ’17 AWARDED GILMAN
SCHOLARSHIP IN ARABIC STUDIES
Anthropology major Ben Meunier
received a prestigious Benjamin A.
Gilman International Scholarship,
sponsored by the U.S. Department
of State and administered by the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest
in partnership with AMIDEAST.
Meunier departed this summer for Amman, Jordan, to
study Arabic language and culture.
“I expect to journey to the Middle East regularly during
my career. I aspire to be a biblical archaeologist, and
learning Arabic is a necessary step if I hope to attain the
fullest understanding of the region,” he said. “Arabic,
like Hebrew, is a Semitic language and this connection
will only further help me study the Hebrew peoples.”
Peter Peregrine, professor of anthropology, said the Gilman
Scholarship provides a perfect opportunity for Meunier to
combine his Christian faith with his broader interests in the
Abrahamic religions. “Ben’s planned work in Jordan will allow
him to develop his Arabic language skills while pursuing a
greater understanding of Islam,” said Peregrine.
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PROFESSORS LINDEMANN AND SHIMON RECEIVE
WISCONSIN VISUAL ART ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

LU MUSICIANS WIN
DOWNBEAT AWARDS

Faculty members, photographers and creative partners John
Shimon and Julie Lindemann have been recognized with a
Wisconsin Visual Art Achievement Award (WVAAA).

The Department of Jazz Studies
and Improvisation celebrated the
DownBeat Student Music Awards
received by Tim Carrigg ’15
in the undergraduate jazz
arrangement category, and Tambo
Toké, Lawrence’s Afro-Cuban
percussion group, for outstanding
performance in the undergraduate
Latin Jazz Ensemble category.

The award was presented Sunday, May 24 at the Museum of
Wisconsin Art (MOWA) in West Bend, where a retrospective of
Shimon and Lindemann’s work titled There’s a Place: A Three
Decade Survey of Photographs by J. Shimon and J. Lindemann
ran April 11–June 7.
The duo has long been interested in blending contemporary
and antiquarian photographic techniques to tell stories about
ordinary people in their native Wisconsin. Although rooted in
Wisconsin, their images are neither regional nor documentary
but deeply personal, reflecting slow, thoughtful meditations on
relationships that reveal the human experience.
Shimon and Lindemann joined the Lawrence faculty in 2000.
Their photographs are featured in numerous museums
including MOWA, The Art Institute of Chicago, the Madison
Museum of Contemporary Art and the Milwaukee Art Museum.

PROFESSOR SKRAN DELIVERS
STUDENT-RAISED FUNDS TO
SIERRA LEONE EBOLA VICTIMS
After speaking at Oxford University
on the causes and consequences
of the 2014–15 Ebola epidemic,
political scientist Claudena Skran
presented a donation for more
than $5,000 to the Calaba Town
Community Aid Organization to
assist children orphaned as a
result of the disease.

Lawrence student groups raised funds on
Carrigg, a music theory/composition major with a jazz emphasis,
behalf of KidsGive, an organization founded by Skran to
was recognized for his six-minute, big band arrangement, Once
Upon a Time, inspired by Herbie Hancock’s Tell Me a Bedtime Story. educate U.S. students about African life and cultures. It
promotes informed giving while providing Sierra Leone children
Carrigg began working on the piece in the fall of 2013 and
with opportunities to learn and become the country’s next
recorded it in the spring of 2014, using a 17-piece band he
generation of leaders.
recruited from members of the Lawrence University Jazz
Students raised more than $6,000, some of which was
Ensemble (LUJE) and Lawrence Jazz Band. Guitarist Sam
donated to other schools and programs in Sierra Leone.
Genualdi ’17 and drummer Dan Reifsteck ’15 are featured
as soloists.
“I’m so proud of the way Lawrence students responded to the
Ebola outbreak,” said Skran, Edwin & Ruth West Professor of
Student director Eli Edelman ’15, submitted video of Tambo
Economics and Social Science and professor of government.
Toké performing traditional Afro-Cuban drumming and songs
“We
had more than 30 different student organizations working
that Edelman arranged for his February 2014 senior recital.
together, showing true collaboration on this effort. This is
Tambo Toké grew out of a presentation by jazz studies
such a wonderful example of what can be accomplished when
instructor José Encarnación. “The fact that our students
groups of students unite in action for a common cause.”
are open-minded enough to learn, respect and embrace
music and life from another culture is what makes Tambo Toké
In her address at Oxford, Skran discussed why Ebola in West
special and worthy of national recognition,” said Encarnación.
Africa spread so far, so fast, and why more attention needs to
be given to healthcare before epidemics break out, especially
Edelman brings the experience of two recent visits to Cuba
in post-conflict countries. Both the country’s 10-year civil war
to his position as director of Tambo Toké. With the support of
and the post-conflict peace-building contributed to the creation
Lawrence research grants, including a Mellon Senior Experience
of a vulnerable health system.
grant, he was able to spend two months in 2013 immersed in
the Afro-Cuban folkloric music scene of Havana and Matanzas.
Skran’s first visit to Sierra Leone after the civil war was
in 2005 as a Fulbright Scholar. She has taken dozens of
Since DownBeat launched its student music awards
students over the years to Sierra Leone to assist with her
competition in 1978, Lawrence students and ensembles
ongoing research and to provide students with their own
have won a total of 26 SMAs, including six in the past
hands-on projects. Skran serves as a consultant for the United
five years.
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. She wrote an op-ed
for the Washington Post last December about the impact of
► To watch “The Lawrence Minute—Winners”
Ebola
on the medical profession in Sierra Leone, and she is
go to http://bit.ly/1MsC3KF
writing a book about the Ebola epidemic.
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DICKSON ’16 AWARDED FULBRIGHTHAYS FOR CHINESE LANGUAGE
IMMERSION PROGRAM
Ruby Dickson, a Chinese language and
literature and economics major, has been
awarded a Fulbright-Hays Scholarship
for the 2015 Associated Colleges in
China (ACC) Intensive Language Program.
Dickson is participating in a Chinese language immersion
program at Beijing’s Minzu University through Dec. 7.
Following her language program, Dickson will remain in
China to complete an internship with Deprag Industries,
a Germany-based industrial manufacturing company with
an office in Beijing.
“I’m really excited for the chance to go to Beijing, especially
since this is my first time leaving the United States,” said
Dickson. “While I’m in China, I’ll have the opportunity not
only to learn the Chinese language, but also to understand
Chinese culture, conduct research and make valuable friends
and connections.”
Kuo-ming Sung, associate professor of Chinese and linguistics
and one of Dickson’s academic advisors, said she is one of
the brightest and hardest-working students he has had in his
classes. “What is truly remarkable about Ruby is her creativity
and imagination,” said Sung. “She transforms otherwise
ordinary sentence patterns and vocabulary into fun-filled
dialogues and compositions.”

FACULTY UPDATE: TENURE-TRACK APPOINTMENTS, FALL 2015
David Gerard, associate professor of economics, said,
“Ruby’s academic excellence is no accident. She has very
good foresight, is an exceptional planner and certainly does
not shy away from academic challenges ... The internship
abroad presents a great opportunity for her to operationalize
her economics training and her liberal arts education
more generally.”
This is the 10th year in a row at least one Lawrence student
has been recognized by the Fulbright Program. Dickson is
the 14th Lawrentian to receive a Fulbright award in the
past five years.
(See the video at youtube.com/watch?v=GjxddHjjmeo)
LAWRENCE SUPPORTS AFRICAN HERITAGE
EMERGING STUDENT LEADERS INSTITUTE
The African Heritage Emerging Student Leaders Institute
hosted a one-day leadership conference for African American
high school and college students in Kimberly, Wis.
The conference served two primary purposes: to nurture
the leadership skills of students and to provide educators
with culturally relevant strategies to better enable African
American student success. Lawrence University provided event
sponsorship, and the following students participated:
Brienne Colston ’15, Tierra Masupha ’17, Stephon Berry ’18,
Andre Augustine ’15, Jazmin Astwood-Padilla ’15, Cheyenne
Van Dyke ’16, Mia Bowens ’16, Kevin Buckhalton ’17, Brittni
Adekoya ’16, JaNelle Barnes ’15 and Tatiyana Jenkins ’17.
BANTA BOWL DEDICATION OCTOBER 17, 2015
The venerable Banta Bowl, which opened in
1965 as the Lawrence Bowl, has undergone
a transformation. Construction crews began
work in April on a $4.5 million renovation,
slated for completion in September. The new
FieldTurf playing surface is being expanded to
accommodate both football and soccer.
The facility has been renamed Roberts Field at
the Banta Bowl by lead donor Tom Rogers ’65
to honor legendary coach Ron Roberts.
“It was a fitting way to recognize what Roberts
had done for Lawrence,” Rogers said. “His
former players said he was an amazing coach,
and he had the ability to inspire them to do
some great things they didn’t think they were
capable of doing.”
A rededication ceremony is scheduled during
Fall Festival on Saturday, Oct. 17, before the
5 p.m. game versus Carroll University.
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Lawrence welcomes new faculty members to tenure-track
appointments. “They bring not only great expertise in their
areas of study, but also new ideas and perspectives to our
community. Their appointments represent the college’s
continual refreshing of faculty which cultivates a powerful mix
of senior members’ experience and depth of understanding,
and a fresh excitement that adds a breadth of perspective,”
said David Burrows, provost and dean of the faculty.
MATTHEW ARAU ’97
Assistant professor of music education,
associate director of bands
Arau holds a Doctor of Musical Arts from
the University of Colorado, earned an M.S.
at the American Band College at Southern
Oregon University and was a double degree
student at Lawrence in government, music
education and music performance. He has experience teaching
music at the secondary level, and is interested in innovation
and leadership, which he defines as “inspiring and encouraging
others to achieve their full potential.”
CHLOE ARMSTRONG
Assistant professor of philosophy
Armstrong holds a Ph.D. and M.A. from
the University of Michigan, as well as an
M.A. from the University of Western Ontario
and a B.A. from the University of Victoria.
Her scholarly interest is the philosophy of
Leibniz and her dissertation title is Modality
in Leibniz’s Philosophy.
STEPHANIE BURDICK-SHEPHERD
Assistant professor of education
Burdick-Shepherd will help to expand the
education program to include secondary
education certification. She holds a Ph.D.
from Teachers College, Columbia University,
and has a master’s degree from Columbia,
a master’s degree from Montclair State
University and a bachelor’s degree from Transylvania University.
She has extensive experience at all levels of teaching.
ADRIANA BROOK
Assistant professor of classics
Brook holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Toronto, a master’s degree from
the University of Western Ontario and
a bachelor’s degree from McMaster
University. She has a particular interest in
Greek drama, and has experience teaching
courses in Greek language, culture and society, classical
mythology and Greek drama.

DEANNA DONOHOUE
Assistant professor of chemistry
Donohoue previously served as a visiting
faculty member. She holds a Ph.D. in
marine and atmospheric chemistry from the
University of Miami, and has a B.A. from
Augustana College. Her research interests
include a focus on halogens and their
effects on the atmosphere, which has important implications
for atmospheric changes such as ozone depletion.
JOSÉ ENCARNACIÓN
Assistant professor of music and
director of jazz studies
Encarnación holds a Master of Music from
the Eastman School of Music and a B.Mus.
from the Berklee College of Music. He
has taught classes in jazz saxophone, jazz
theory and improvisation. He has made
several jazz recordings and has written a commissioned work
for the Baseball and Music Project that is a tribute to Hispanic
players in the baseball Major Leagues.
VICTORIA KONONOVA
Assistant professor of Russian
Kononova is completing a Ph.D. at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison where
she previously earned an M.A. in Slavic
languages and literatures. She has a B.A.
and M.A. in Russian language and literature
from Lomonosov Moscow State University,
and has studied in Poland. Her dissertation is A National
Legend or a ‘Senseless Fancy’? On the Creation, Production and
Reception of Alexander Ostrovsky’s Play, The Snow-Maiden, in
Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century.
BRIGID VANCE
Assistant professor of history
Vance will be responsible for teaching
courses in Asian history. She holds a Ph.D.
from Princeton University, where her major
field was the study of Late Imperial China.
She has an M.A. from Stanford University
and a B.A. (in psychology) from Carleton
College. She has an interest in the importance of dreams
in Chinese life. She has published a paper titled Exorcising
Dreams and Nightmares in Late Ming China. Most recently
Brigid has taught at Colorado State University–Pueblo as an
assistant professor.
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New trustees
named to board

Support spurs
innovation
Dwight and Marjorie Peterson Professorship in Innovation
awarded to Adam Galambos, associate professor of economics

Shelley Davis ’92, Dr. Richard Fessler ’74 and Andrew Wong ’06
have been elected to the Board of Trustees, to serve a three-year
term beginning July 1, 2015.
“Collectively they represent depth, breadth and diversity of expertise
from the nonprofit and philanthropic sectors, global management
consulting and the field of neurosurgery,” recently elected board
chair Susie Stillman Kane ’72 said of the new members. “As we
navigate these challenging times in higher education, we are more
keenly aware than ever before just how crucial it is to recruit new
members with diverse perspectives and experience to enhance our
board work and strategic planning.”
Davis, a leader in Chicago’s philanthropic and nonprofit sectors,
is devoted to promoting equal opportunities and a higher quality
of life for low-income communities. She has been responsible for
evaluating and recommending more than $25 million in grants to
nonprofit groups from policy advocacy and community organizing
to human services and the arts. She holds executive positions at
numerous nonprofits spanning a range of concerns.
Davis earned a master’s degree in urban planning and policy and
urban, community and economic development from the University
of Illinois at Chicago in 1998. Since 2010, she has lectured with the
University of Chicago’s Harris School of Public Policy.
Dr. Fessler, an internationally acclaimed researcher, surgeon and
professor of neurosurgery at Chicago’s Rush University Medical
Center, is widely considered the father of minimally invasive
spine surgery. He is credited with developing many of the surgical
techniques being used today. He was the first surgeon in the U.S
to perform human embryonic spinal cord transplantation and
among the first to perform minimally invasive scoliosis surgery.
He twice performed microdiscectomy surgery on NFL quarterback
Peyton Manning.

Prior to joining Rush Medical Center, Dr. Fessler spent six
years (2007–13) as vice chair of neurosurgery at Northwestern
University’s Feinberg School of Medicine and was the medical
director of the Neuro Spine Intensive Care Unit at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital. He also has served as chief of neurosurgery at
the University of Chicago Hospitals and Clinics. Routinely listed
in Best Doctors of America, Dr. Fessler founded and directed the
Institute for Spine Care at the Chicago Institute of Neurosurgery
and Neuroresearch.
Dr. Fessler earned a master’s degree in experimental psychology
from North Dakota State University and doctorate degrees in
pharmacology, physiology and medicine from the University of
Chicago’s Pritzker School of Medicine. He was recognized with
Lawrence’s Lucia Russell Briggs Distinguished Achievement Award
in 2014.
Wong is an associate in the Chicago office of McKinsey & Company,
a global management consulting firm that serves leading businesses,
governments, non-governmental organizations and nonprofits. He
is the second recent graduate trustee, a position established in 2014
exclusively for alumni within two to 10 years of graduation. He will
serve one non-renewable term.
After earning accolades as a shortstop at Lawrence, Wong played
professional minor league baseball for five years. He also served as
a player and coach in Australia, South Africa and Europe. While
in South Africa, he used his passion for baseball as a tool for social
change by helping to build an intramural youth baseball program in
a low-income township in Cape Town. Prior to earning his MBA
in 2014 from Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College, he
spent two years as an intellectual property paralegal with Foley and
Lardner LLP.

Over the course of a 38-year career with 3M, Dwight Peterson ’55
learned the importance of innovation and creative thinking.
Peterson is a firm believer that a liberal education provides fertile
grounds to innovate. “The idea of looking at things from new and
different perspectives, of doing collaborative interdisciplinary work,
of having a culture where there is the possibility to fail — and it is
acceptable—and then start over and rework it, that all fits very well
with a Lawrence education.
“We’ve been thinking about being able to help the school in a major
way,” Peterson, a former trustee (2005–13), said. He and his wife,
Marjorie, have established an endowed professorship in innovation
with a $1.5 million gift.
Adam Galambos, associate professor of economics, has been named
the first Dwight and Marjorie Peterson Professor in Innovation.
Galambos is one of three faculty leaders who launched Lawrence’s
innovation and entrepreneurship (I&E) program in 2008.
“The ability to create what is new is one of the primary goals of a
liberal education,” said David Burrows, provost and dean of the
faculty. “As the world changes more and more rapidly, this ability
looms larger in its importance. Professor Galambos has established a
brilliant record as a person who engages in the creation of new ideas
and new approaches.”
Galambos, while thrilled to receive the honor, was quick to cite the
collaborative efforts of many. “Dwight and Marjorie’s generosity is
wonderful recognition of the work we have done over the past few
years, starting with Marty Finkler in economics, who introduced the
idea of entrepreneurship to the Lawrence community more than 10
years ago, and John Brandenberger in physics, who first proposed
that we teach innovation,” he said.
“The variety of courses and co-curricular programming we now have
in I&E is a result of the enthusiasm and commitment of a number
of other colleagues as well, including Gary Vaughan in I&E, Dena
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From left: Dwight and Marjorie Peterson congratulate Adam Galambos

Skran in government, Tim Troy in theatre arts, Brian Pertl in
the conservatory, and art department members Rob Neilson, Ben
Rinehart, John Shimon and Julie Lindemann. The Petersons’ gift
is a great affirmation of all of their efforts and encouragement to
continue to bring I&E to Lawrence students in new ways.”
Students in the I&E program have created ventures including
the Rabbit Gallery, a pop-up art gallery in downtown Appleton;
Greyfell Theatre, a company devoted to producing student-written
plays; the Paper Fox, a printmaking workshop with a community
programming component; and the Lawrence Baroque Ensemble, a
student group that focuses on community outreach.
In spring, students Joe Bazydlo ’16 and Eddie Elizondo ’16
were among 20 finalists from among more than 250 teams to
pitch at Princeton University’s Entrepreneurship Club’s national
competition. They pitched a smartphone app—Trailblazer, which
will be used by hikers in U.S. national parks—that they developed
in Lawrence’s In Pursuit of Innovation course.
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“

Nathan Litt ’08, director of operations:
Mile 3 marks our third year of collaboration with
Lawrence University, and our relationship has certainly
deepened as the festival has grown and evolved—
thanks to Lawrence taking the initiative to get even
more involved. The banners on the College Avenue
median light poles draw attention and set the scene
downtown, and many performing artists will stay
in residence halls on campus during the festival.
These contributions are in addition to already robust
involvement and support for Mile of Music from
students, faculty, staff and friends of the college.

”

BELOW: Leila Ramagopal Pertl ’87, music education curator (second from left), said, “Lawrence’s biggest
impact on the festival is the vision, mission and work of the Mile’s music education team, made up
of current Lawrentians, alumni teaching in the public schools, master teachers from area schools and
even the dean of our Conservatory. Mile of Music is a rare national music festival in that it places music
education as a core value, and our team makes that philosophy a beautiful musical reality.”

Mile of Music education team members and festival attendees make a little music together.
FROM LEFT: Sofia Haken, Leila Ramagopal Pertl, Nicolas Haken, Melissa Mast, Sarah Phelps, Michael Lammers.
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A Million-Dollar Day
“Can we do that?”

This question, and the planning team’s intrepid answer, led to
Lawrence’s inaugural and enormously successful Giving Day. The
12-hour, live-streaming Web event drew nearly 1,800 supporters to
contribute $1.1 million in a single day, demonstrating the power of
the Lawrence community.
At the heart of Giving Day’s success is that community: More than
100 behind-the-scenes “Game Changers” contributed incentive
funds for the day’s challenges. Game Changers’ funds matched
donations dollar for dollar, multiplying the impact of every gift—
plus, Game Changers created an extra-generous incentive for young
alumni and students, who saw $500 matches applied to their gifts.
One hundred percent of the Lawrence University Alumni
Association Board of Directors participated in the day. Volunteers
from Reunion committees, class agents and the Viking Gift
Committee led the charge to promote, support and drive giving.
Certainly, there had been one-day challenges before—very
successful ones—but the scale had been individual: a generous
donor’s incentive funds, plus a Lawrence-issued challenge. Giving
Day 2014 built on the same model in a new way, drawing supporters
from all over the U.S. and 19 countries and demonstrating what
donors support when they give to Lawrence.
The idea began as staff members discussed ways to broadcast original
programming that showcases the stories, artistry, scholarship and
talents that donors’ generosity nurtures. “After all, donor support
empowers our students to really succeed. Giving Day is all about
those who give and the profound effect of their generosity on
educational opportunities,” said Jenny Ziegler, associate director of
annual giving and Giving Day project manager.
Web content and new media coordinator Rachel Crowl asked,
“What if we did 12 hours of nonstop live programming?”

full roster: IT, operations, alumni and constituency engagement,
communications, major and planned giving, and of course faculty
and students. Everyone embraced the undertaking. Online
infrastructure was built. Programming was developed and scheduled.
Kasey Corrado, social media specialist, and Peter Raffel ’15 agreed
to host. Corrado said, “Peter had proven his ability to power through
12 hours as WLFM host of Radio for Rwanda, a 12-hour fundraiser
for GlobeMed’s Health Development Initiative. As for me? I felt
some pressure.”
Students, faculty and staff demonstrated knowledge, talent and
engagement as variety acts. And it would not have been a Lawrence
event without music. Performances by faculty and students from
the Conservatory, as well as the funk stylings of Porky’s Groove
Machine, entertained online audiences far and wide.
Char Singleton ’67 remarked during the day, “I can’t pull myself
away from the live streaming Giving Day ... it is truly remarkable
what is happening!” Contributions and donor names scrolled on a
live feed, states and regions were illuminated on a map and Kasey
and Peter kept up with high-energy commentary.
With nearly 1,800 supporters vastly exceeding the day’s goals,
Giving Day 2014 was an unmitigated success that demonstrates the
generosity of the global Lawrence community and sets the bar for
future events.
“We’re building on programming and challenges to facilitate more
of the friendly competition that began last year,” said Gosse. “We
want to show the impact of philanthropy on campus through the
programming. It’s amazing what can be accomplished when everyone
comes together to support the university they love.”
Peter Raffel ’15, Samantha George, associate professor of violin and Kasey Corrado,
social media specialist, discuss Lawrence's Guarneri violin from circa 1685.

Giving Day In Digits
1,800
611
$500
106
46
19
$1 -$1
Nearly

gifts

young alumni and students gave

match for young donors
gifts from students

states

countries

-for

gift match

    $1.1 million
SAVE THE DATE
Nov. 10, 2015
Giving Day 2015 will live-stream online on at
go.lawrence.edu/givingday
► To watch “The Lawrence Minute - Behind Giving Day”
go to http://bit.ly/1S9iICJ

Ziegler recalled the power of the question. “We asked, ‘Can
we do that?’ and she said yes. The answer was, ‘Let’s do it!’”
Cara Gosse, director of annual giving, led the team responsible
for the management of the project. They were supported by a
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LU shortstop battles lupus to win
By Joe Vanden Acker, director of athletic media relations

T

he pitcher stares in, gets the sign and fires. A moment later, her
head snaps around as the ball rockets past, over the fence and into
Lawrence softball history.

Amanda “Jazz” Jaskolski ’15 has been a menacing figure at the plate over
the past two seasons. The shortstop’s combination of power, patience and
consistency are enough to make any pitcher look to the bullpen for relief.
Jaskolski rewrote Lawrence’s record book and became the first Viking to be
named a first-team All-American.
“She’s in the top 15 of 8,200 student-athletes playing Division III softball,”
said head coach Kim Tatro. “To be named an All-American at any level is
a great honor.”
While honors have poured in during her two seasons at Lawrence, the
Shawano, Wis., native sometimes finds it hard to believe she made it to
this point. Not long ago, Jaskolski was at a crossroads. “I definitely surprised
myself. I never expected any of this,” she said. “I was just trying to play to
prove to myself that I could do it again.”
Diagnosed with lupus more than two years ago, Jaskolski has kept the
chronic autoimmune disease at bay while leading Lawrence to berths in the
Midwest Conference Tournament in 2014 and 2015 and the 2015 North
Division title.
After a stellar prep career, Jaskolski played for Darton State College in
Albany, Ga., where she was a teammate of Appleton native Brit Novickis,
the daughter of Lawrence Hall of Fame wrestling coach Dave Novickis.
After Darton, Jaskolski headed to Thomas University in Thomasville, Ga.,
in the fall of 2012.
Toward the end of the fall semester, she started feeling ill, and her
condition worsened. “It got to the point where I couldn’t get in and out
of (bed),” she said. “I was in and out of the ER. They just kept giving me
antibiotics.”
She was finally admitted to the hospital, where she continued to
deteriorate. “My body was shutting down, basically, and we didn’t know
what was wrong,” she said.
Parents Jim and Linda decided to bring their daughter back to Wisconsin.
A family member searching online was the first to mention lupus. Doctors
at Appleton Medical Center confirmed a diagnosis. “Making the choice
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 hortstop Amanda Jaskolski '15
S
was named a National Fastpitch
Coaches Association first-team
All-American after hitting .462 and
breaking or tying six school records
in 2015.

Coaches Association firstteam All-Great Lakes Region
selection. Jaskolski described
her return to softball with one
word: surprise.

Alice Jamison ’16
B.A. biology major, studio art minor

“My parents were kind of
surprised, too. I don’t think
they expected me to come
back like that.” She has since
learned to cope with her
condition. Battling constant
fatigue and body aches are now
a normal part of her life.
Jaskolski played in every game
in 2015 and put together a
record-setting season. She led
Lawrence to a 28-12 record,
the second-highest win total in
school history.
to come back up here to be treated was wise,” Jaskolski said. “They
figured it out within a week in the hospital.”
While doctors got a handle on her condition with a combination
of medications, Jaskolski took the rest of the academic year off and
returned home. In fall of 2013, she prepared to return to Thomas.
“It got to the point where I didn’t want to go back,” she said. “My
doctors were here, and my family was here.”
That was when Dave Novickis suggested Lawrence.
“Our athletic training staff had to do some digging to find out more
about lupus and what hurdles that might present,” Tatro said. “Her
junior year, when she was still adjusting to some medications, was
more problematic. This year, things went relatively smoothly.”
Blessed with a great work ethic, Jaskolski was forced to ease back,
since the lupus would flare under certain conditions. Her teammates
also got to know her limitations. “I was nervous about coming
in,” she said. “I knew I had to prove myself. After the first week of
practice, it was incredible. I knew after the first or second week that
if I needed anything, they would be there.”
Boosted by her teammates’ support, in 2014 Jaskolski was named the
Midwest Conference Player of the Year and was a National Fastpitch

“In two years I don’t remember a bad at-bat,” said Tatro. “Jazz
gets a lot of notoriety for her bat, but she has the best glove of any
player I’ve ever seen on our team or any team. She’s overcome a lot
to be where she’s at, and to have the type of season she had is pretty
amazing. She makes the game look easy.”
She decimated Lawrence season records in 2015, was again named
conference Player of the Year and was an NFCA first-team allregion pick. She then became only the second player in Midwest
Conference history to earn first-team All-American honors.
“I kind of thought I was doing a little worse than last year,” said
a sheepish Jaskolski, a career .439 hitter. “I honestly didn’t know
anything like that was coming. All-American is a big title.
Someone who doesn’t know sports will know what an All-American
is.” At the season-ending softball banquet, she collected two more
team awards.
Tatro commented on how humility in great athletes is a rare and
treasured gift. Jaskolski, a history major with an eye on a teaching
and coaching career, can count that alongside perseverance,
diligence, a strong right arm, a powerful bat and a ready smile.
“It’s just how she leads her life,” Tatro said. “Sometimes she has no
idea of her greatness.” ■

Being a Lawrentian means that I not only have the option to be multifaceted in terms of interests,
but I am encouraged to do so. I am a biology major with a studio art minor, captain of the
women’s Ultimate Frisbee team, secretary of the Lawrence University Food Recovery Network,
and I volunteer off-campus every week at a community dental clinic. Lawrence creates a diverse
setting; everyone here is passionately unique and brings those qualities to the table. As a student
at Lawrence, I am reminded not to narrow my possibilities and choices but instead to constantly
work toward further diversification. —Alice

Support students like Alice with your gift today!
920-832-6548 • go.lawrence.edu/giving
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LOCKER ROOM NOTES
SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

TRACK AND FIELD

The Vikings completed a stellar season with a second-place
finish in the Midwest Conference (MWC) Tournament. Lawrence
put together a 28-12 record and won the North Division with a
10-4 mark.

Vikings star Jake Gordon ’15 broke Lawrence’s career hits
record, and rookie Matthew Holliday ’18 made a big splash in
his first campaign.

Thrower Genna Matt ’16 and hurdler Anna Bolgrien ’15 were
the top finishers on the women’s side. Matt broke her own
school record in the hammer throw with a toss of 145-4 at the
Lawrence Invitational. Bolgrien ran in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 1:07.27.

Shortstop Amanda Jaskolski ’15 was named a first-team AllAmerican by the National Fastpitch Coaches Association, the
first Lawrence player to be chosen for the team. Jaskolski also
was named first-team All-Great Lakes Region, and was named
MWC Player of the Year for the second consecutive season.
Jaskolski decimated the Lawrence season records in 2015 by
tying or setting six marks. Her 13 homers eclipsed the record
of 12 set by Carli Gurholt ’09 in 2009, and her 46 RBIs topped
Gurholt’s 2009 mark of 45. Jaskolski obliterated the total
bases record with 104. The mark was 79, set by Jenny Burris ’04
in 2001 and matched by Gurholt in 2009. Jaskolski’s 54 hits
broke Burris’ 2001 record of 51, and she tied Burris’ 2001
record of 37 runs scored. Jaskolski also smashed the season
walks record, drawing 31 walks to beat the mark of 22.
Catcher Sam Belletini ’17 also was an all-conference and
all-region selection. Batting in the clean-up spot, Belletini hit
.367 with 13 doubles, four homers and 24 RBIs. A two-time
conference Player of the Week, she tied the season doubles
record set by Alex Goodson ’09 in 2009.
Pitcher Liz Barthels ’15 made the all-conference team for
the first time after a standout season with a 13-6 record and
1.97 earned run average. In a team-high 117 innings pitched,
Barthels struck out 44 and walked just 10, an average of 0.6
per seven innings. Barthels was named the conference Pitcher
of the Week once during 2015.
Lawrence’s Kim Tatro was named the conference Coach of the
Year for the eighth time in her 22 seasons with the Vikings.
Lawrence’s 28 wins this season matched the second-highest
season total in school history.

Gordon, the team’s center fielder, overcame an injury late in the
season to pick up his 155th career hit in his final career at-bat
to break the record of 154 held by Andrew Wong ’06. Gordon
earned All-MWC and D3baseball.com All-Central Region honors
for the second consecutive season after hitting a team-best
.364 with 10 doubles, four triples, three home runs and 23
runs batted in. Gordon, a career .338 hitter, finished second
in Lawrence history with 92 runs scored and ranked third with
eight triples and fifth with 27 doubles.
Holliday was one of a few freshmen in the league to make the
all-conference team. A third baseman, Holliday was second
on the team with a .355 batting average and pounded out a
school-record 16 doubles to go with one home run and a teambest 35 RBIs. Holliday posted the highest season total of hits
(50) and RBIs (35) by a Lawrence freshman.

MEN’S TENNIS
Lawrence went 4-5 in league play and finished with a 10-14
overall mark. The Vikings defeated rival Ripon College for the
eighth consecutive time, and Lawrence topped St. Norbert
College for the second time in three seasons.

Cam Davies ’16 was the top finisher on the men’s side
and placed in two events. Davies was named a conference
Performer of the Week earlier in the season when he ran the
fastest time of the season in the steeplechase (9:38.90) at
the Hillsdale College Relays.

GOLF
The Vikings had two All-MWC performers. Nigel Schuster ’17
finished third in the league and Nathan Ley ’17 tied for 10th to
earn spots on the conference team.
Schuster fired a career-low round of 75 in the second round at
Aldeen Golf Club in Rockford, Ill., and finished with a 54-hole
total of 234. Ley carded back-to-back career-low rounds of 78
in the first two rounds and finished at 239.
The Vikings also won a pair of tournaments during the fall
season. Anton Olsson ’15 was the individual champion as
the Vikings won the team title at the St. Norbert College
Invitational, and Rudi Pino ’16 was the winner as the Vikings
took home the trophy at the Lawrence Invitational.

The top players for the Vikings in singles were No. 1 player
David Jumes ’17, No. 3 Brian DeCorte ’16 and No. 6 Izaya
Turenne ’18, who all finished 12-12.

Lawrence second baseman Brandon Klar ’17 tags out Knox College’s Andrew
Sparrow on a stolen base attempt in the opening game of a doubleheader at
Whiting Field on May 2. Lawrence swept the Prairie Fire 5-4 and 17-12.

RIGHT: Outfielder Savanna Marsicek ’16 celebrates as she rounds the bases
after hitting a grand slam against St. Norbert College in a Midwest Conference
doubleheader at Whiting Field on April 22. Marsicek’s grand slam helped the
Vikings to an 11-4 win in the opener, and Lawrence took the nightcap 4-1.
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A Memorable Celebration

► To watch the Reunion convocation go to
http://youtu.be/URF0zdPN1gQ
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Lawrence alumni gathered in record numbers for Reunion 2015, the largest turnout
in Lawrence history. President Mark Burstein, center, addresses the crowd at Reunion
Convocation in Memorial Chapel.
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LUAA ALUMNI AWARDS
Lawrence University Alumni Association presented
the following awards to distinguished alumni:

The Lucia Russell Briggs
Distinguished Achievement Award
Presented to an alumnus or alumna of Lawrence University or
Milwaukee-Downer College of more than 15 years for outstanding
contributions to and achievements in a career field. This award honors
Lucia Russell Briggs, second president of Milwaukee-Downer College and
one of the most beloved and influential figures in that college’s history.
Christopher Murray ’75, political advisor for the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe, was honored for his leadership,
vision and service to the United States and our citizens around the
world. He was U.S. ambassador to the Republic of the Congo from
2010–13. Over the course of his Foreign Service career, he has led
Department of State assignments across Africa and the Middle East
and has represented the U.S. at missions including the European
Union and NATO. Under his direction was the timely evacuation
of 15,000 American citizens from Lebanon during an outbreak of
war in 2006. Ambassador Murray credits his liberal arts education as
essential in equipping him to analyze, synthesize and communicate
effectively through the crisis.

The George B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
Presented to an alumnus or alumna of Lawrence University or
Milwaukee-Downer College who best exemplifies the ideals of a liberal
education through its application to socially useful ends in the community,
the nation or the world. This award honors George B. Walter ’36, faculty
member, coach and dean of men, whose work at the college and beyond
was guided by his conviction that every individual can and should make a
positive difference in the world.
Dr. James Lace ’70, pediatrician, was honored for his selfless
sacrifice and heartfelt compassion for the welfare of humanity.
A champion of children, he has been widely recognized for his

legislative efforts toward greater health care access and improved
safety and wellbeing of those in his home community of Salem,
Oregon. Lace also teaches medical students at Oregon Health &
Science University. As an advocate, teacher and fundraiser, he serves
on the board of several nongovernmental organizations in Tanzania
and has been tirelessly committed to caring for those who have been
injured or become ill as a result of regional catastrophes, including a
tsunami in Sri Lanka and earthquakes in Haiti and Peru.

The Gertrude Breithaupt Jupp M-D’18
Outstanding Service Award
Presented to an alumnus or alumna of Lawrence University or
Milwaukee-Downer College after their 15th Cluster Reunion who has
provided outstanding service to Lawrence University, this award honors
Gertrude Breithaupt Jupp, voted Milwaukee-Downer alumna of the year
in 1964 for her long-standing service to the college as president of the
alumnae association board, class secretary and public-relations officer.
Sue Pepper Joys M-D’51 was recognized for her service to the
Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1951 and steadfast support of Lawrence.
A devoted alumna, she provided valuable leadership to the LUAA
board of directors, has served as a long-time class secretary and
most recently was a member of the 50-Year Connection planning
committee in 2013. Sue has served on planning committees for
her 60th, 50th and 40th reunions. She gives back to Lawrence
philanthropically through loyal support of the Lawrence Fund
and provisions to support student financial need through the
establishment of the Pepper Family Scholarship.
Susan Nelson Goldsmith ’65 was honored for serving the college in
a number of meaningful ways. She currently serves on the President’s
Advisory Council and is a Legacy Gift Planning class chair. From
2001–07, she served as a valuable member of the Board of Trustees.
She was instrumental in planning this year’s 50th Reunion, serving
as a Class of 1965 co-chair, and she previously served on committees
for her 35th and 40th reunions. A strong advocate for all students
and the power of a liberal arts education, Goldsmith is a loyal
supporter of the Lawrence Fund, faculty and student scholarship.
FROM LEFT: Dale Schuh ’70, Christopher Murray ’75, Dr. James Lace ’70 and Susan Nelson Goldsmith ’65

NOMINATE ALUMNI
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: Do you know
someone who is a candidate for an alumni award or
who could serve on the LUAA Board of Directors?
Let us know!

Presidential Award
Presented to an alumnus or alumna of Lawrence University or
Milwaukee-Downer College whose exemplary leadership and notable
actions have contributed to the betterment of the entire Lawrence
University community.
Dale Schuh ’70, retired chairman of the board of directors at Sentry
Insurance, was recognized for his extraordinary commitment and
compassion as a business leader, alumnus and community member.
Under Schuh’s guidance, Sentry Insurance doubled in size and net

worth, acquired two companies and added more than 300 employees
to its home office in Stevens Point, Wis., fueling the economy in the
Stevens Point area.
Extending his impact into the community, Schuh has served for more
than a decade in volunteer leadership roles supporting an active,
informed citizenry. He credits Lawrence for shaping his vision and
gives back through service on the Board of Trustees, fervent support
of Career Services and support of first-generation college students.

Cast your nomination at lawrence.edu/alumni/luaa
All alumni, staff, faculty and friends of the college
may submit nominations.
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ALUMNI AUTHORS

Start-up City: Ten Tales of
Exceptional Entrepreneurship
from Bangalore’s Software
Miracle

Ethics and the Dynamic
Observer Narrator: Reckoning
with Past and Present in
German Literature

Siddharth Bannerjee ’02, co-author

Katra A. Byram ’97

Start-up City looks at how 10 successful
first-generation, middle-class
entrepreneurs in Bangalore’s booming
software sector got to where they are,
what they learned along the way and why they chose Bangalore.
The book explores questions like: What makes successful
entrepreneurs tick? Is it nature or nurture? What compels
them to engage in unconventional, high-risk ventures? For
anyone interested in Indian entrepreneurship, the struggles
and eventual successes of these entrepreneurs will make for
interesting and relevant reading.
Siddharth Bannerjee holds an M.Sc. from the London School of
Economics. He is a social entrepreneur, international relations
expert, public policy analyst and social research practitioner,
currently working on digital startups at Nesta in London.

Running Free
Barbara Kilb Bland ’59
Volunteer Barb Bland chose to work with
Pikachu at a minimal-kill facility; little
did she know she was about to dedicate
the next four action-packed years to
transforming him into a confident, loyal
pet. Pikachu was unsocialized, shy and
fearful—a throwaway dog, an escape
artist and a runner. Within 24 hours of
his adoption, he escaped into the forests of Whidbey Island,
Wash., where he spent five months on his own. Though
terrified of people, Piki trusted other dogs—the key to Barb’s
catching Piki in the wild. But catching him was only half the
battle! It took three years of frequently funny ups and downs
to teach Piki how to meet human expectations. Barb relates
the development of Whidbey Animals’ Improvement Foundation
(WAIF), one of the first minimal-kill animal shelters in North
America. Barb plans to contribute proceeds from the sale of
Running Free to the construction and support of WAIF’s new
animal shelter.

Byram proposes in her book a new
category—the dynamic observer form—
to describe a narrative situation that
emerges when stories about others
become an avenue to negotiate a
narrator’s own identity across past and present. Focusing on
German-language fiction from the 19th and 20th centuries,
Byram demonstrates how the dynamic observer form highlights
historical tensions and explores the nexus of history, identity,
narrative and ethics in the modern moment.
Katra A. Byram is assistant professor in the Department
of Germanic Languages and Literature at The Ohio State
University.

Urban Green: Nature,
Recreation, and the Working
Class in Industrial Chicago
Colin Fisher ’90
In early 20th-century America, affluent
city-dwellers made a habit of venturing
out of doors and vacationing in resorts
and national parks. Yet the rich and the
privileged were not the only ones who
sought respite in nature. Working-class white immigrants and
African Americans in Chicago also fled the urban environment
during their scarce leisure time. If they had the means, they
traveled to wilderness parks just past the city limits as well
as to rural resorts in Wisconsin and Michigan. Lacking time
and money, they often sought out nature within the city—at
urban parks and commercial groves, along the Lake Michigan
shore, even in vacant lots. While narrating a crucial era in
the history of Chicago’s urban development, Fisher makes
important interventions in debates about working-class leisure,
the history of urban parks, environmental justice, the African
American experience, immigration history and the cultural
history of nature.
Colin Fisher is associate professor of history at the University
of San Diego.
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HAVE YOU KEPT IN TOUCH? DO YOU HAVE NEWS TO SHARE?
The community of Lawrentians spans the globe, and alumni are engaged
in their communities, careers and family lives. You can help your classmates keep up with the events in your life by using the Voyager system
at lawrence.edu or by sending updates to your class secretary. We hope
you’ll keep in touch!
CENTER: Mary Stroebe ’40 returns to Lawrence to attend her 75th Reunion.

’50s
George W. Steed, Jr. ’50, Lodz, Poland,
Nonagenarian! Not quite, but close. LU
remains a favorite memory.
Arden White Fall ’53, Chagrin Falls, Ohio,
writes, “Harry and I continue to enjoy
good health and count ourselves among
the lucky ones who so far have not had
any replacement parts or serious issues.
(Maybe you can count Harry’s recent
pacemaker but it was just a little bump
in the road.) We still travel, overseas and
here in the States.”
Diane Bass Greatwood ’53, Winter Park,
Fla., spent “a grand 30 days visiting Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, India and all along the coast
of Malaysia and on to Singapore, Vietnam
and Hong Kong. It was a grand trip but took
a long time to recover. We have recently
moved from Orlando. We are now living in
a retirement home where we have our own
apartment, including my Steinway grand
piano. I have started a chorus of 22 seniors
and we are about to put on a ‘music of the
’40s’ program next week. I am also getting
ready to start a baritone ukulele group.”
Mary Bradt Kelling ’58, New Berlin,
Wis., feels fortunate to have traveled
extensively over the years. She has
visited China, Australia, India, South

America, Russia, Poland, Morocco, Mexico,
Canada, Hawaii and Alaska. When not
traveling, she plays keyboard in a big band
at monthly dances at the local American
Legion Post. The music played is from
the ’40s and ’50s. Mary also belongs
to two dance clubs and takes square
dance lessons.
Shirley Carter Delorme ’58, Green Bay,
Wis., is still very active with FAF (Families
and Friends of Six Men). These men were
unjustly convicted of murder in 1994 and
this group is working to get their convictions
overturned. Shirley also sings tenor in her
church choir and plays the piano (badly by
ear, in C, F and G) for weekly sing-alongs at
an assisted living facility.
Jim Davis ’58, Kennewick, Wash., has
spent much of the summer in the Pacific
Northwest, primarily in Washington. He
has visited the B Reactor in Hanford, “the
last remaining reactor of the five that were
once there—where commercial plutonium
was first made and where Enrico Fermi
monitored the startup. Hanford was once
a city of 55,000 that existed for about two
years during World War II and is now gone.
A massive cleanup of this area has been
going on for some time and will continue
for a number of years.”

These notes include items that have been submitted for publication to Lawrence, Voyager or a class secretary before May 30, 2015.

Barbara Ewert Hall ’58, Sacramento,
Calif., writes that she has retired from her
engraving company and has finally become
an urban dweller in “a vibrant, diversified
community close to the State Capitol.”
Barbara teaches ESL one day a week with
students from many nations.
Louis Falk ’58, Clive, Iowa, has retired
from the ministry as an archbishop. He and
his wife, Carol, have four children.
Sue Fortney Walby ’58, Viroqua, Wis.,
continues to give piano lessons and is
the organist and director of music at the
First Presbyterian Church in La Crosse,
which has a superb organ. She gives a few
recitals each year as it is an opportunity
to learn and play new music that is not
necessarily heard in a church setting.
Frank Gaylord ’58, Madison, Wis.,
allegedly retired from the ministry about
14 years ago. He remains on staff at
Sun Prairie United Methodist Church,
where he is director of caring ministries.
This involves visiting seniors in the
congregation, making hospital visits
and teaching.
Carol Hagedorn Stocking ’58,
Silver Springs, Md., has been able
to apply nutrition information from
courses she has taken in recent
years to improve the health of family
members, friends, herself and clients.
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ALUMNI TODAY

ALUMNI TODAY
50-Year Connection
participants at
Reunion 2015

“After our retirements in 2004, we sailed
the Pacific coast of Mexico for seven
winter seasons. In 2012 we relocated to
Ventura West Marina, Ventura, California,
sold the sailboat, and we now live aboard
our Californian 43, a trawler (powerboat)
during the winter months. During the
summer months, I continue to play piano
and sing jazz around the Twin Cities area
with the same 12-piece big band I’ve
been with for more than 25 years.”

Clare Jacobson ’58 became interested in
China about five years ago. She completed
From Tao to Mao: 5,000 Years of Chinese
History, an Internet course of 36 lectures.
Dave Mann ’58, Georgetown, Texas, edits
a monthly newsletter for the local water
utility that goes out to 7,500 customers
living in a 365-square-mile area of central
Texas. Water is a limited resource, and
drought makes the situation worse. Dave
is involved with a veterans’ memorial
advisory group where he participates
in ceremonies and helps in the youth
summer camp. Recent travel has taken
Dave and his wife, Marjorie, to Hawaii,
Tahiti, New Zealand and Australia on one
trip and to Turkey and Mediterranean
ports on another.
John Moore ’58, Amherst, Mass., has
closed his office door at UMass in Amherst
and is truly retired after 42 years of teaching
and 10 years of experimental work, teaching
and mentoring. He and his wife, Marcy, will
still get out to their Montana property each
summer where large trout lurk in the river
fearful of his return.
Rowan Schmidt Zeiss ’58, Harrisonburg,
Va., is doing lots of volunteer work since
retiring from Blue Ridge Community
College three years ago. She helps
the Community Service Board at
their clubhouse and at the local jail,
and volunteers at the RockinghamHarrisonburg Free Clinic.
Merrily Watters Thomas ’58, Flat Rock,
N.C., and her husband, David, spent a
couple of days in Venice and then set out
on an Adriatic cruise. With Sierra Leone
and the Ebola outbreak in the news,
Merrily recommends a book set in
that country, The Memory of Love by
Aminatta Forna.

’60s
Dr. John J. Beck ’60, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
retired from full time practice as a family
physician at the end of 2008. “I spent
some time as a physician electronic
health record advisor. Until Oct. 31, 2013,
I worked part time as a correctional
health physician. Barbara and I live in
the house we built in 1974 ... I teach and
attend classes at Learning in Retirement.
I still serve on the board of Door
Peninsula Astronomical Society and
several other boards.”
Alexa Abercrombie Ross ’68, Nelsonville,
Ohio, retired in 2010. “I spent nine
months couch-surfing Russia, Europe
and Asia (30 countries) in 2012. Seeking
a house/cat sitter for my next long
trip to China, Vietnam, Japan, Korea,
Sri Lanka, etc. I am a videographer for
public access TV in Athens for arts events
and sustainability tours. I am an actor with
ABC Players. I am installing solar panels
on my roof. And I hope to mount and film
my husband’s play, Mice in the Theatre.”
Shaun E. Donnelly ’68, Silver Spring, Md.,
has cut back to half-time at the United
States Council for International Business,
“but I still enjoy the work on international
trade and investment policy ... and the
periodic trips to Europe. I have bought a
150 year-old farmhouse in Thurmont, Md.,
near Camp David.”
Jim Freim ’68, Pueblo, Colo., built a
passive solar house on a canyon with
solar panels for electricity. “This year I did
nine trail races, from 10K to marathons.
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I won the age group in several and
was the oldest competitor in seven of
the races! This year I did Backcountry
Discover Routes in Colorado, Arizona and
part of Utah. Each is about 700 to 800
miles through the state on dirt roads and
jeep trails—a four-wheel-drive truck is a
must. Two years ago, I did the 2,500-mile
Continental Divide route from Canada to
Mexico. Last year, it was Bureau of Land
Management Backcountry Scenic Byways.
I’ve developed a Power Aging Course and
am working on a Functional Fitness class
that is based on my idea that 80 percent
of the benefit comes from 20 percent
of training.”
Carol Hirsch ’68, Laguna Woods, Calif.,
shares, “The past several years have
been filled with travel and upheaval. We
cruised from Venice to Athens, Mykonos,
Santorini and Ephesus ... very hot but
very wonderful. That summer we also
visited our timeshare in Cabo San Lucas.
We moved from Pittsburgh to a 55-plus
community named Laguna Woods Village
in South Orange County, Calif. We spent
a week in Yellowstone and in May we
booked a river cruise down the Danube
from Budapest to Prague.”
Peter House ’68, Seattle, Wash.,
continues as semiretired faculty teaching
community development for health and
rural health in the schools of Public
Health and Medicine at the University
of Washington.
Mary Lee Huber ’68, Ellsworth, Wis.,
spends the winter months with her partner,
Jerry, in California and the summer months
on her family farm in Ellsworth, Wisconsin.

Sharon Litchfield Anderson ’68, Jericho,
Vt., has spent most of her working years
with her husband in Vermont, “ministering
in Brandon for 10 years and then Jericho
for 26 years. We have taken several
sabbatical trips throughout the years,
visiting missionaries in Thailand, Africa
and Papua, New Guinea ... We’re looking
to do some short-term missionary
work, and I would love to find time to do
watercolor painting.”
Bob Suettinger ’68, North Potomac,
Md., left his job as a consultant to the
U.S. Government in April 2014, upon
receiving a grant from a foundation
to write a book on political reform in
China. “So I have been digging through a
welter of Chinese language documents,
trying to piece together the life history
of (Communist) China’s last reformer,
whose death touched off the Tiananmen
demonstrations in 1989. It’s very
challenging but extremely interesting,
and I hope to have a manuscript ready
in 18 months or so.”
Larry Wells ’68 moved to Madison, Wis.,
in June 2014 after teaching high school
mathematics for 46 years in a variety of
locations including a long stint in San
Francisco and more
recently at international
schools in Moscow,
Tokyo and Seoul. “I took
a university course in
music theory in the fall
and found it stimulating
and rewarding. Later
in January, I took two
courses—one in film and
one in late Shakespeare.”

A gathering of Milwaukee-Downer
alumnae, Reunion 2015

Marcia Wilson ’68 has lived in Santa Fe,
N.M., since 1979 and “I still think it’s the
most beautiful place on earth. I’ve been
retired now for 11 years. When I first
retired, I was very involved in efforts to
repeal the death penalty in New Mexico.
We succeeded in 2009. This year I’m
working with the New Mexico Women’s
Justice Center, which focuses on policy
advocacy for women in prison here.
Several of us are working on research
examining the way the parole system
works in New Mexico.”

’80s

Rick Walsh ’68, St. Paul, Minn., has
been writing “a history of a small London
pub and biographies of my parents. Still
doing garden architectural projects for
the neighbors and building the odd bit of
furniture for friends and family. We visit
London on a semiregular basis—that
is, I cross the pond just as much as
schedules permit. We retired and shut
down the show company a few years ago.”

Nancy Anderson Schoenwetter ’85,
Hopkins, Minn., with her husband is
celebrating nearly 30 years in their
land development and home building
business, JMS Custom Homes. “It is
exciting to have the market rebounding
in Minneapolis.”

’70s
Tom Parrett ’75, Millerton, N.Y.,
published a cover story in Newsweek’s
May 21, 2015, issue, titled GMO
Scientists Could Save the World From
Hunger, If We Let Them. The article
examines the ways that recent
developments in genetic modification
may enable scientists to use an
extremely selective hand in gene
manipulation of crop species—and how
those manipulations could spur a second
Green Revolution.

Ellen A. Meyers ’80, Chicago, passed
her Illinois exam and is now a Certified
Alcohol and Drug Counselor.
Lori Ackerman Awes ’85 celebrated
her three-year anniversary working
at FindLaw, a Thomson Reuters
corporation, as a solutions account
manager serving Florida clients, handling
their firm websites, legal marketing and
everything related.

Dan Foley ’85 retired from the Galesburg
Fire Department in June to move 90
miles to Bloomington, Ill., to share a
home with his wife of 14 months. They
hope to relocate to India in the fall of
2016 “to share God’s blessings with that
amazing people.”
Tammie Follett ’85, St. Paul, Minn., is
at Thomson Reuters after more than 27
years. “My employer is very supportive
of all the charities that I am involved in.
Currently, I am passionately working on
the following Boards: Tubman (Chair),
SPARK-Y (Chair), TeamWomenMN, Africa
Classroom Connection and Books for
Africa. My big adventure this year is to
summit Kilimanjaro in May.”
Mike Jurayj ’85, St. Paul, Minn., is
“still flying for United Airlines (sort of)
but started up a film/
video production company
last year and that has
been a blast. Otherwise,
the real job, HouseCalls
Tech, is keeping me out
of trouble.”
Allison Neumeister ’85,
Lake Forest, Ill., has been
“busy with consulting
work in Chicago and
the Bay Area. Between
communications projects,
I’m in Uganda, where
LAWRENCE
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I run an NGO called Africa Offline, which
partners with organizations that support
health and education of youth in East
Africa. I was recently invited to give a
TEDx Talk on human rights, streamed
live, and which will be uploaded to the
Web soon.”

Andrea Powers Robertson ’94 is director
of development and patron engagement
at Peoria Symphony Orchestra. “Yes, as
in the cliché, ‘it plays in Peoria’—for 118
years, in fact! We are looking forward to
a return to my hometown sometime late
in 2016.”

Tanja Scribner Felton ’85 “moved back to
Milwaukee after a brief stint in Richmond,
Va., and built a home next door to our
old house. I do marketing consulting,
teach piano lessons again after a
27-year hiatus, and am deeply immersed
in Milwaukee’s nonprofit world.”

Lana Robotewsky ’94, Madison, Wis.,
runs a piano studio in Sun Prairie and
teaches on her nine-foot Mason and
Hamlin Concert Grand and Yamaha
upright. “I went back to school and
received a culinary degree in 2011, and
have been traveling internationally to
learn more about food and culture.”

JJ Zhao Roesner ’94, Chicago, has
held management positions in several
consulting firms including Finleyfurst,
which she founded six years ago.

Angela Roskop Erisman ’94, Cincinnati,
Ohio, earned a Ph.D. from the Hebrew
Union College–Jewish Institute in 2008.
She writes, “I started working as editorial
director at Marginalia Review of Books
and assumed the position of managing
director of Hebrew Union College Press
in Summer 2013. I am an active biblical
scholar, with a number of publications in
the area of Pentateuch/Torah and won a
2014 Manfred Lautenschläger Award for
Theological Promise.”

Matt Austin ’95, Verona, Wis., spent
the last 13 years at Verona Area High
School teaching biology, AP biology and
environmental science and has been the
science department chair for the last
eight years. “I helped start a 1:1 iPad
initiative in my school two years ago,
which will now be expanding to third to
10th grades. For the past eight years,
I have been the VAHS assistant boys’
golf coach, and I also coached girls’
volleyball for my first five years.”

Leah Salscheider Strothman ’94, Dexter,
Mich., has become a partner in a small
meeting and event planning company.
“Our clients are mostly at the University of
Michigan—we did five commencements
and receptions the first weekend of May.”

Anne Coventry ’95, Bethesda, Md., is
a partner at the law firm of Pasternak &
Fidis in Bethesda, Maryland, practicing
estates and trusts. She authored the
2014–15 edition of Maryland Estate
Planning and Probate Laws Annotated.
She is working on enactment efforts
in Maryland for the Uniform Fiduciary
Access to Digital Assets Act.

’90s
Erika Biemann ’94, Milwaukee, Wis.,
works full time as an environmental
project manager for an electric utility
company. “I perform environmental
reviews, permitting, and construction
oversight for projects and am also
involved in higher-level initiatives
and guidance.”
Ariana Bliss Kamisonodoa ’94 lives
in Japan with her husband and three
children. She teaches at a university,
gardens and is enrolled in a woodblock
print class.
Sarah Klose ’94, Appleton, Wis., is
a special education teacher working
primarily with children in kindergarten
to second grade identified with autism.
“I adore traveling and am lucky to have
relatives in Germany. Three years ago,
my daughters and I and my partner, Peter,
biked the Camino del Santiago del Norte
(we shaved off 100 miles near Guernica,
where Basque country was doing me in).
Last year we had a rambling car journey
for two months in Germany and France.
Next summer? South Korea!”
Elise Azuma Opel ’94 (married to
D. Darren Opel ’95), Sheboygan, Wis.,
writes, “My days as a pediatrician are
both challenging and fulfilling. I continue
to learn something new every day. I’m
practicing yoga and always looking for a
good book to read, a sunrise to savor and
another scoop of ice cream. Life is good!”
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Ann Winze ’94 is a tenured teacher in the
Nyack Public Schools in Rockland County,
New York, about 20 miles north of New
York City. “For the past five years, I have
been the middle school and elementary
orchestra director for an award-winning
string program of almost 400 students.
In 2010, I completed my Master of
Education at Teachers College, Columbia
University. I became a home owner a
couple years ago, and now all of my free
time is consumed with taking care of my
‘wee fixer-upper’ in Englewood, N.J.”
Tracy Wheary Fournier ’94, Ill., works as
marketing communications manager for
Ohio Medical Corporation in Gurnee, Ill.

Michelle Speiser ’95,
Milwaukee, left the
corporate world and
returned to the Novo
Group (an 11-year-old
start-up company)
where she is a
recruiting consultant.

Jessamyn Hope ’95, Long Island City,
N.Y., has published short memoirs and
stories in Ploughshares and other literary
magazines, and in June her debut novel,
Safekeeping, arrived in bookstores. Over
the past 20 years, she bicycled from
Istanbul to Gibraltar, rode the TransSiberian Railway and backpacked in
over 35 countries, including off-thebeaten-path places like the steppes of
Mongolia and Tibet. “After college, I lived
in Israel for a while before settling down
in New York City, where I did my M.F.A.
in creative writing at Sarah Lawrence
College and eventually met my husband,
Yoav Bergner, at a Brooklyn barbeque
dedicated to Thomas Pynchon.”

Carrie Naumann Korb ’95, Appleton, Wis.,
is assistant to the Lawrence Waseda
exchange program and has taken up
violin. Ryan Korb ’95 continues working
in musical venues including running the
Appleton Music Academy and creating
new music with Africa->West percussion
trio in their artist residency at BaldwinWallace University.
Casey Peterson ’95, Fargo, N.D., is
director of student success programs
in student affairs at North Dakota State
University and is beginning a doctoral
program in education.
Jennifer Kosloski Plamann ’95, Appleton,
Wis., has completed her 19th year of
teaching and 12th year of innovation at
Valley New School, the project-based
secondary charter school where she
serves as an advisor/co-founder.
Jamie Reeve ’95, Shorewood, Wis.,
began his 19th year with Northern Trust,
where he finds new client relationships
for the bank. He is deeply engaged in
nonprofit work as a volunteer director
at Our Next Generation as well as
Milwaukee’s chapter of Local Initiatives
Support Corporation.
Adriana Sandoval ’95, The Woodlands,
Texas, is a contracts and accounting
manager at a Houston nonprofit
organization called Santa Maria Hostel
Inc., which provides substance abuse
treatment for women. “A turn of events
landed me there in 1995 and I’m proud
that since then, I have helped grow
the business from an annual operating
budget of $498K to over $8 million. We
are proud to be recognized as one of
Texas’ best-managed centers for the
treatment and care of addicted women
and their children.”

Shannon Barry ’96,
Madison, Wis., earned
her M.S. in social
work from the University of Wisconsin–
Madison. As executive director of
Domestic Abuse Intervention Services,
Shannon was named one of 2014’s 25
Most Influential People in Dane County
by In Business magazine. Shannon
oversaw the completion of a $10 million
building project, which resulted in Dane
County’s only domestic violence shelter.
Amy Ahern Beckman ’96, Waukesha,
Wis., writes “I have yet to stop talking
too much but finally found a way to
make a living at it. I am a voiceover
artist working for clients worldwide such
as Nike, Citicorp, United Way and so
on. You’ve probably heard me at some
point during an HR training, car radio
commercial, or one of my favorites:
Elmo LIVE events.”
Jeremy Hansen ’96 moved back to
Minnesota in 1999 and taught first and
second-year music theory/ear-training
at Rochester Community and Technical
College for three years. He also had a
small private piano studio. In 2002 he
received a master’s degree in music
theory from University of Nebraska–
Lincoln. Since 2004, he has lived in
Minneapolis and taught individual and
group piano lessons, composition and
music technology classes at MacPhail
Center for Music. He composes and
arranges music, performs, and has been
taking piano lessons for fun.

Angela Johnson Digmann ’96, Louisville,
Colo., is manager of training and
organizational development at SCL
Health Systems. She earned her
MBA in Healthcare from American
Sentinel University.
Aaron Lindberg ’96, Northridge, Calif.,
is assistant director of admissions and
records at California State University,
Northridge. He is completing a Master
of Arts in ethnomusicology, where his
research focuses on the Cult of the Diva
in electronic dance music.
Amy Moyer Newcomb, ’96, Monona,
Wis., works for a nonprofit cooperative of
organizations that purchase healthcare
directly instead of through insurance.
“I manage their healthcare cost and
quality measurement function, and work
on figuring out how to use the results to
transform the healthcare system.”
Luther Ranheim ’96, Minneapolis, is
associate director of major and planned
gifts, working in the Central Region with
the National Alzheimer’s Association.
He works closely with the Minnesota–
North Dakota Chapter and surrounding
states to raise significant individual
contributions for research, care
and support.
KrisAnne Weiss ’96, Minneapolis, is
a freelance singer and voice teacher.
“I teach at a music festival and academy
for high school kids in Decorah, Iowa,
and am the chair of the voice department
this year. I also had the privilege of
coming back to LU twice as a professor,
filling in for a voice faculty member
on sabbatical, and was so gratified to
discover that teaching at Lawrence is just
as awesome as being a student there.”
Mike Shiffler ’96, Medford, Wis., is
a partner in the firm Jensen, Scott,
Grunewald, & Shiffler, S.C. “I’ve joined
the local Kiwanis Club, local foundation
boards and a curling league.”
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Ellen A. Meyers ’80 and Elena M. Yatzeck,
New York, N.Y., Dec. 1, 2014
Jenny E. Carney ’00 and Catherine Halley,
Chicago, Ill., March 27, 2015
Kimberly A. Geiser ’00 and Jenn Jolley,
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 23, 2013
Katherine J. Lewis ’01 and Mark Babbitt,
Normal, Ill., June 15, 2013
Julia M. Liebich ’01 and Travis L. Orth ’03,
Glen Ellyn, Ill., Jan. 16, 2014

’00s
Peter Levi ’01 and Andrea L. Ward ’02,
Madison, Wis., submitted a wedding photo
(above, August 2014) posing with Aldo
Leopold at the Aldo Leopold Center in
Monona, Wis. Front: Andrea Ward ’02,
Beth Halpern ’02, Peter Levi ’01,
Anna Stirr ’02. Back: Eric Benedict ’99,
Christine Jones Benedict ’99, Faye Gilbert
Geiger ’01, Travis Orth ’03, Julia Liebich ’01,
Elena Doucet-Beer West ’01, Aldo Leopold,
Zach Walker ’01, Jim Moran ’00, Rebecca
Doyle-Morin ’00.
Crystal Chan ’02, Chicago, Ill., has
won the 2015 Elizabeth Burr/Worzalla
Award from the Children’s Book Award
Committee of the Wisconsin Library
Association’s Youth Services Section, for
her novel, Bird. The Burr/Worzalla Award
goes to “the most distinguished work in
literature written and/or illustrated by a
Wisconsin book creator.”
Jason K. Hanna ’03, DeKalb, Ill.,
will spend the 2015–16 academic
year as a fellow at Tulane University’s
Murphy Institute.
Peter T. Gillette ’05, Chicago, began
working in July 2014 at the University of
Chicago Department of Music while he
completes his dissertation in historical
musicology at the University of Iowa. He
lives with his spouse, Lizabeth Huey, in
the Rogers Park neighborhood of Chicago.

Allison N. Yakel ’06, Houston, Texas,
graduated with an M.A. in Spanish
from Texas State University in May
2014. She is completing a Ph.D.
in Hispanic sociolinguistics at the
University of Houston.
Eric A. Armour ’07, New York, N.Y.,
graduated in May from Vanderbilt
University with an M.D. and a Ph.D.
in cell and developmental biology.
Eric is moving to New York City to
begin residency training in pediatric
neurology at New York Presbyterian/
Columbia University.
Dr. Kristin Workenaour Nyren ’07,
Waukesha, Wis., works as a fulltime
associate veterinarian at Companion
Animal Hospital in New Berlin, Wis. In
February 2015, she and her husband
purchased a house.

’10s
Richard O. Wanerman ’11, Potomac,
Md., was awarded a Juris Doctor
with honors from Case Western
Reserve University School of Law on
May 17, 2015, with a concentration
in international law. He also received
Journal of International Law’s Note of
the Year award for his research paper
on the need for mutually-binding
enforcement of Arctic maritime
safety regulations. That note will be
published in Vol. 47 of JIL.

Zachary W. Walker ’01 and Meredith
Holladay, Roseland Park, Kans.,
March 6, 2015

BIRTHS AND ADOPTIONS
Terry Moran ’82 and Johanna P’18,
London, England, United Kingdom, a son,
Michael, Sept. 8, 2014
Kristi R.G. Hendrickson ’91 and David
Balaam, Seattle, Wash., a daughter,
Claire, May 6, 2014
Shane T. Sawall ’98 and Laura, Verona,
Wis., a daughter, Lena, Oct. 22, 2014
Jacob R. Albert ’00 and Christi, Fitchburg,
Wis., a daughter, Avery Kathleen,
Feb. 2, 2014
Colleen M. Ayers ’00 and Aaron Hanauer,
Minneapolis, Minn., a daughter, Ivy,
Feb. 9, 2014
Shandra Feldthouse Helman ’00 and
Michael, Pocatello, Idaho, a son,
Alec James, July 8, 2013
James W. Hansen ’00 and Erica,
Green Bay, Wis., a son, Joseph Wesley,
Dec. 10, 2013
Carol C. Hinz ’00 and Paul Verrette, a son,
Matthew, June 20, 2013
Jeremy T. Maschman ’00 and Emily,
Shoreline, Wash., a son, James Edwin,
April 12, 2015
Heather J. Nabbefeld ’00 and John
Sexton, Halifax, Mass., a son, John,
Dec. 20, 2013
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Elena Doucet-Beer West ’01 and Sam
West, Sept. 7, 2013

Jay A. Ellsmore ’05 and Liz Ellsmore,
Dallas, Texas, July 20 2014

Grant C. Henderson ’02 and Kimberly
Henderson, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Sept. 14, 2013

Peter T. Gillette ’05 and Lizabeth Huey,
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 2014

Daniel M. Leers ’02 and Jennifer
Batterton, Nov. 2, 2013
Jonah C. Nigh ’02 and Patrick Herron,
New York, N.Y., April 23, 2015
Andrea L. Ward ’02 and Peter Levi ’01,
Madison, Wis., Aug. 31, 2014
Sarah J. Sager DiNicola ’03 and Kara
DiNicola, Tucson, Ariz., March 7, 2015

Jeffrey T. Ramsey ’00 and Christina,
Cudahy, Wis., a son, Samuel Isaac,
Oct. 14, 2014

Alicia Ferong Altenau ’06 and Eric Altenau,
Oct. 5, 2013
Katrina Schuster Elsen ’06 and Greg M.
Elsen, Saint Paul, Minn., June 14, 2014
Cora MacDonald Finley ’06 and Adam
Finley, Brookline, Mass., Aug. 2, 2014

David D. Cherner ’02 and Amy, St. Paul,
Minn., a son, Avi, May 20, 2014
Heather Edmunds Reed ’02 and Simon,
Sioux Falls, S.D., a son, Andrew H.,
March 24, 2015

Amy Fitzpatrick Clark ’01 and Andrew,
Wellesley, Mass., a daughter, Abigail,
July 29, 2014

Anne Ingram Earnheart ’02 and Clint,
New York, N.Y., a daughter, Elizabeth Lee,
Feb. 28, 2015

Seth Harris ’01 and Kate, St. Paul, Minn.,
a son, Sean Michael, March 23, 2015

Ryan O. Jung ’02 and Heather,
Rensselaer, N.Y., a daughter, Vivienne,
June 09, 2013

Katherine J. Lewis ’01 and Mark Babbitt,
Normal, Ill., a son, Henry Lewis,
March 30, 2015
Julia M. Liebich ’01 and Travis L.
Orth ’03, Glen Ellyn, Ill., a daughter,
Keira Elizabeth, July 24, 2014
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Laura M. Milewski ’07 and Zackary
D. Tollman ’06, San Francisco, Calif.,
December 6, 2013
Katelynn M. Bittner ’12 and Jarrad N.
Bittner ’10, Appleton, Wis., June 7, 2014
Kevin M. Specht ’14 and Elena Specht,
Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., May 23, 2015

Marra Thompson Scheil ’06 and Joshua
Scheil, Trevor, Wis., June 21, 2013

Joan Walby Olson ’00 and Nick, a
daughter, Freya Ruby, Oct. 25, 2013

Sarah Kniskern Aughenbaugh ’01 and
Benjamin Aughenbaugh ’99, a daughter,
Josephine, Nov. 28, 2014

Nissa C. Syverson ’06 and Martha
Fischhoff, Brooklyn, N.Y., August 16,
2014

Alison Losik Heyer ’02 and David
Heyer ’02, Eugene, Ore., a son,
Malcolm John, May 05, 2014
Cassandra M. Meyer ’02 and Mark
Hopwood, Sewanee, Tenn., a daughter,
Esme Rose, March 22, 2014
Lisa Nickel Butler ’02 and Jason,
Buffalo Grove, Ill., a daughter,
Audrey Rose, Sept. 05, 2013

Jamie Krepsky Waldron ’03 and Eric ’02,
Saint Louis Park, Minn., a son,
Phillip Arthur, Oct. 24, 2013
Andrew D. Lind ’03, Appleton, Wis.,
a daughter, Cecelia, April 16, 2015
Zachary R. Michael ’04 and Kayla, a son,
Wesley S., Dec. 18, 2014
Brian C. Hilgeman ’05 and Tammy,
Milwaukee, Wis., a daughter, Kaylin,
March 15, 2015
Jessica Patenaude Fleek ’05 and Andrew,
Appleton, Wis., a son, Silas James,
April 14, 2015
Sarah Driscoll Yunk ’06 and Philip,
Appleton, Wis., a daughter, Leona Grace,
Oct. 9, 2014
Rebecca Heinen LaChappelle ’06 and
Shawn, Minneapolis, Minn., a son,
Harrison, March 2, 2015

David W. Scott ’02 and Allie, Ripon, Wis.,
a daughter, Sally, July 3, 2014

Victoria Miller Rakowski ’06 and Jeremy,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., a son, Samuel,
Oct. 17, 2013

Jacob O. Severson ’01 and Jenna,
Seymour, Wis., a son, Anson,
Nov. 17, 2014

Lisa M. Tranel ’02 and Roger Bannister,
Normal, Ill., a daughter, Reilly Arwen,
Dec. 29, 2013

Anna P. Schmidt ’06 and Daniel Barolsky,
Beloit, Wis., a daughter, Eve,
Nov. 26, 2014

Christopher H. Anderson ’02 and
Joyce P. Chang, Evanston, Ill., a son,
August Jia-Chang, Feb. 7, 2014

Laura B. Zuege ’02 and Todd Wenzel, a
daughter, Isabelle Marie, March 19, 2015

Kelly Mulcahy Wendel ’08 and Ryan ’08,
Glendale, Wis., a son, Walker, Aug. 19,
2013, and a son, Brady, May 5, 2015

Ingrid J. Nordt ’01 and Brandon Beaver,
Beaverton, Ore., a son, August,
Nov. 17, 2013

Courtney A. Hanna-McNamara ’03
and Jason K. Hanna ’03, DeKalb, Ill.,
a daughter, Phoebe Ruth McNamara,
Aug. 17, 2013
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DECEASED ALUMNI
Jeanette Sebald Jenkins ’39,
Redgranite, Wis., May 12, 2015.
Warren Hovland ’40, Corvallis, Ore.,
March 18, 2015.
Luise Niemann Hanson M-D’41,
Saco, Mont., April 29, 2015.
Sarah Marshall Lincoln M-D’43,
Marietta, Ohio, April 14, 2015.
Mary Notaras Carlson ’44,
South Abington Towns, Penn., Jan. 24,
2015. Survivors include brothers,
S. George Notaras ’53 and Peter G.
Notaras ’52.
Peggy Chalmers Dowsett ’44,
Bayside, Wis., March 16, 2015.
Barbara Vessey Coffey ’45, Scottsdale,
Ariz., March 18, 2015. Survivors include
a great-niece, Rachael C. Salisbury ’89.
Virginia Bergquist Vandervoort ’45,
Richfield, Ohio, April 26, 2015.
Barbara Georg M-D’46, March 11, 2015.

“Kiki” Kuriyama attended Lawrence as a special student during
1954–55 in an overseas study program sponsored by the
Japanese Foreign Ministry. At the end of his year of study, he
was recognized by the honorary society, Mace, for outstanding
leadership and scholarship.
The son of a former justice of Japan’s Supreme Court, Kuriyama served as Japan’s
vice minister for foreign affairs, ambassador to Malaysia, director general of the North
American Affairs Bureau and counselor to the Embassy of Japan in Washington, D.C.
He served as ambassador to the U.S. from 1992–96, and after leaving public service,
he taught courses on international relations at Tokyo’s Waseda University.
Kuriyama returned to Lawrence in 1993 when he received an honorary doctor of law
degree in a special convocation, and he spent Fall Term of 2000 as a Stephen Edward
Scarff Distinguished Visiting Professor, participating in a number of public events and
offering a course titled The Postwar Japanese-American Relationship.

Joan Brown Basile ’49, Cary, Ill.,
March 6, 2014.

Jean Paulison Stritt ’52, Ridgewood, N.J.,
Dec. 20, 2013.

Audrey Mattes Schiedermayer ’49,
March 16, 2015. Survivors include her
husband, Lawrence A. Schiedermayer ’49.

Eleanor Shaw Davidson ’53,
University Park, Fla., Jan. 4, 2015.

John Golden ’50, Clifton, Va.,
April 12, 2015.
Alfred A. Knorr ’50, La Crosse, Wis.,
April 12, 2015.

Ruth Rathlesberger Ludwig M-D’53,
Big Bend, Wis., July 4, 2014.
Patricia Cody Sonnleitner M-D’53,
Oshkosh, Wis., Feb. 24, 2015.

Suzanne Bradley Schildge ’57,
Jeffersonville, Vt., Oct. 7, 2013.
Joann Regenburg Muehr ’58, Libertyville,
Ill., Feb. 16, 2015.
Patricia McBride Petrie ’58, Albuquerque,
N.M., April 27, 2015. Survivors include her
husband, James R. Petrie ’57.
Michael Lepawsky ’59, Vancouver, B.C.,
Dec. 24, 2014.
Alan E. Marquardt ’59, April 17, 2015.
Robert A. Sharp ’59, Dallas, Texas,
March 10, 2015.
Thomas A. Floberg ’60, Feb. 1, 2015.

Carlyn E. Goettsch ’54, Evanston, Ill.,
Dec. 1, 2014.

Thomas D. Oakland ’62, Gainesville, Fla.,
March 4, 2015.

Glenn W. Pirrong ’54, Westfield, N.J.,
April 6, 2014. Survivors include his wife,
Kay Murray Pirrong ’56.

Marjorie Middleton England ’63,
Chipperfield, Hertford, U.K., Jan. 27, 2015.

Joyce Reed Furchtenicht M-D’47,
Madison, Wis., March 20, 2015.

Carol M. Schultz M-D’50,
March 13, 2015.

William G. Thompson ’47, Whittier, Calif.,
March 23, 2015.

Nancy Fry Fitch ’51, Santa Cruz, Calif.,
March 5, 2015. Survivors include a sister,
Susan Fry Becker ’51.

Philip C. Clark ’48, Port Saint Lucie, Fla.,
Dec. 30, 2014. Survivors include his wife,
Meredith Plier Clark ’48.

Gordon R. Justus ’51, Penn Valley, Calif.,
April 10, 2015.

Marian I. Stover ’48, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Jan. 10, 2015.

Nancy Orth Kaiser ’51, Danforth, Ill.,
Feb. 7, 2015.

Donna McDonald Strickland ’54,
Chesterfield, Mo., March 23, 2015.
Survivors include a daughter,
Kary A. Strickland ’85.

James E. Vosper ’48, Bois Blanc Island,
Mich., May 4, 2015. Survivors include
his wife, Betty Hoffman Vosper ’47; a
granddaughter, Sarah A. Vosper ’11;
a grandson, Jacob B. Vosper ’07; a
daughter-in-law, Mary Gajewski Vosper ’76;
and a son, James R. Vosper ’76.

Catherine A. Peffer M-D’51, Cincinnati,
Ohio, Aug. 14, 2014.

Lisa Freund Avedon M-D’55,
Santa Fe, N.M., March 2, 2015.

Jane Glaubitz Hall M-D’52, May 27, 2015.

Bruce L. Kapitzke ’55, Jan. 19, 2015.
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David L. Sackett ’56, Markdale, Toronto,
May 13, 2015. Survivors include his wife,
Barbara Bennett Sackett ’56; a nephew,
Scott W. Sackett ’77; a brother,
James R. Sackett ’55; a daughter-in-law,
Lynne Erb Sackett ’88; and a son,
Andrew B. Sackett ’87.

Linette Schoder West M-D’61,
San Tan Valley, Ariz., April 27, 2015.

William R. Thompson ’46, Great Falls,
Mont., April 5, 2015.

Barbara Bassett Pollei ’52, Shell Lake,
Wis., April 8, 2014. Survivors include a
cousin, Todd A. Novakofski ’69.

Jerome H. Kamps ’56, May 4, 2015.

Carol Kruse Bolgrien ’54, Beloit, Wis.,
May 31, 2014. Survivors include a
granddaughter, Anna Lorriane Bolgrien ’15;
a daughter-in-law, Kelly Sharp Bolgrien ’85;
and a son, David W. Bolgrien ’84.

Jean Schaper Marsh M-D’50, Maitland,
Fla., Feb. 12, 2015. Survivors include a
sister, Patricia Schaper Smith M-D’47.
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Takakazu Kuriyama ’55, former Japanese ambassador
to the U.S., died April 1, 2015, in Shibuya-ku, Tokyo. He was 83.

Kathleen Barnard Cuneo ’56,
Pine Beach, N.J., April 27, 2014.

Edgar M. Larsen ’62, Houston, Texas,
Nov. 16, 2014.

Thelma Hanson Craig M-D’64, Marshfield,
Wis., March 13, 2015.
Daniel A. Fredrickson ’68, Runnemede,
N.J., April 3, 2015. Survivors include his
father, Donald M. Fredrickson ’48.
Dutie J. Wilson ’69, North Andover, Mass.,
March 31, 2015.
Christine Gillet-Stewart ’70, Libertyville,
Ill., Feb. 19, 2015.

James I. Geiser ’71, Hopkins, Minn.,
March 23, 2015. Survivors include his
wife, Barbara Kreher Geiser ’71; a niece,
Rachelle J. Van Galder ’00; a sister-in-law,
Martha Kreher Stevenson ’78; a brotherin-law, Bradley Stevenson ’79; a sisterin-law, Nancy Brazeau Kreher ’75; and a
daughter, Kimberley A. Geiser ’00.
Jess I. Levin ’72, Raleigh, N.C.,
Feb. 16, 2015.
Craig L. Harris ’75, Park Ridge, Ill.,
May 7, 2015.
John L. Andereck ’77, Utica, N.Y.,
April 26, 2015. Survivors include a
nephew, Jeremy J. Andereck ’14; a brother,
Tony A. Andereck ’82; and a sister-in-law,
Susan Stockwell Andereck ’82.
Steve L. Dalton ’77, April 21, 2015.
Survivors include daughters, Polly E.
Dalton ’14 and Emily Dalton Niles ’09.
Jo Howarth Noonan ’78, Atlanta, Ga.,
June 10, 2015. She is survived her
husband, Patrick Noonan, two sons and
four siblings including her sister, Lydia
Howarth ’75.
Wendy Keating Buckland ’85, Woodland
Hills, Calif., April 7, 2015.
John B. Schlager ’85, Superior, Colo.,
March 2, 2015. Survivors include his wife,
Kristine Bork Schlager ’85.

William H. Fernholz, June 19, 2014,
husband of Barbara Stern Fernholz ’51.
Howard G. Hardesty, Appleton, Wis.,
April 14, 2015, husband of Jean P.
Jepson ’62.
Thomas Jordan, Florence, Mass.,
March 30, 2015, husband of Joanna
Messer Jordan ’01.
Victor I. Kiusals, April 3, 2015, husband
of Austra Skadulis Kiusals M-D’55.
William H. Laev, Milwaukee, Wis.,
July 25, 2014, husband of Marian
Koller Laev M-D’51.
James Martin, College Park, Md.,
Oct. 24, 2013, husband of Margaret
Gegan Martin ’56.
John A. McCracken, Boulder, Colo.,
Aug. 3, 2014, husband of Waltressa
Allen Molsberry ’59.
Malcolm McLean, St. Paul, Minn.,
Nov. 19, 2014, father of Hugh H. McLean ’80,
father of Christopher R. McLean ’83.
JoAnn L. Miller, West Lafayette, Ind.,
Dec. 25, 2014, wife of D. Scott
Frankenberger ’71.
Jacqueline C. Perret, Sun City, Ariz., Sept.
20, 2014, mother of Elaine Sarah PerretGoluboff ’17, Ruth H. Perret-Goluboff ’13
and Daniel B. Perret-Goluboff ’13.

Douglas M. Koski ’89, Barrington,
Ill., June 4, 2014. Survivors include
his parents, Kenneth L. Koski ’52 and
Marjorie Slepicka Koski ’52; an aunt,
Patricia Slepicka Deniston ’51; and a
sister, Meredith Koski Albracht ’79.

Jesse Rowsell, Jan. 30, 2015, husband of
Rebecca J. Whelan ’96.

Theodore R. Massow ’90, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Dec. 15, 2014.

John R. Suprock, Hinsdale, Ill., April 15,
2015, father of Connor John Suprock ’16.

IN MEMORIAM—
FAMILY MEMBERS

IN MEMORIAM—FRIENDS

Raymond D. Bleier, Appleton, Wis.,
Nov. 10, 2014, grandfather of
Hannah K. Bleier ’14, husband of
Rose Ann Gmeiner Bleier ’47.

R. L. Pruett, West Bend, Wis.,
March 20, 2015, father of Timothy I.
Pruett ’76, father of Jodi S. Micale ’78.

Darryl Schroeder, Wrightstown, Wis.,
May 1, 2015.
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The Big Picture
Students perform a K-pop routine at the 39th annual Lawrence International Cabaret
From left: Yuriko Hirose ’17 (Japan), Wakana Yagi (visiting, Japan), Kathy Yan Li ’17 (China),
Cindy Guan ’15 (U.S.), Edward SeungTaek Oh ’17 (S. Korea),
Maggi Rojas Infantas ’15 (U.S./Peru), Yumiko Koyabu (Japan)

► To watch the Cabaret go to http://bit.ly/1IpVi5Q
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711 E. Boldt Way
Appleton, WI 54911-5690

Justice Louis J. Butler Jr. ’73, Harold Jordan ’72 and Rep. John Lewis

“

In the final analysis, we are one people, we are one
family. We all live in the same house ... so it doesn’t
matter whether we are black or white, Latino or
Asian American or Native American, it doesn’t
matter whether we are straight or gay. We are one
people. We are one family. We are one house.

”

—Congressman John Lewis in his address to the Class of 2015

Photo credit: Michael Sears, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, June 14, 2015.
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